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INTRODUCTION
w xIn a series of two previous papers 11, 12 , we investigated the problem
of computing the unramified H 3 of so-called multiplicative invariant
fields. In those papers, we were able to show the unramified cohomology
group was 0 in some important special cases. This paper is more general,
but more technical. The key question is the following. Can we understand
unramified cohomology entirely in group cohomology terms? This paper is
a step in that direction, as we answer the following question. Suppose G is
a finite group and M is a G lattice. Which elements of the group
3 .cohomology H G, M induce unramified elements in the Galois coho-
3  .G .  .Gmology group H F M , m of the multiplicative invariant field F M ?
We answer this in Lemma 4.10.
Along the way, we discovered a somewhat surprising fact. The ramifica-
tion map for cohomology in degrees n G 3 is fundamentally different from
the usual map in degree 2. This difference is given in Sections 2 and 3.
Basically, there is a purely group cohomological ramification map
n . ny1 .H G, M ª H G, M in the following situation. G has a central
subgroup C and M has trivial C action. This cohomological ramification
map then can compute the field theoretic map.
Let us note that there can be no such group cohomological ramification
2 . 1 .map H G, M ª H G, M . More precisely, consider a hypothetical
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commutative diagram
2 6 2 G .   . .H G, M H F M , m
66
1 G1 6   . . . H F M , m ,H G, M
where the horizontal maps are induced by inflation and the right vertical
map is ramification. The left vertical map is a candidate for a ``group
cohomological ramification map,'' by which we man it is such that the
diagram commutes. The lower horizontal map factors through
1  .U .H G, F M , which is 0 by Hilbert's Theorem 90. Since the ramification
map can be nonzero, a diagram like the foregoing cannot commute.
w x w xMuch of what follows will use 11 and especially 12 . We adopt the
notation of the later paper. Let me repeat some important points. All
noncommutative groups will be profinite and often finite except where
noted. All the work we do is over an algebraically closed field F of
characteristic 0. The group of roots of one m ; FU can therefore be
identified with QrZ and we make that identification. If K is a field, GK
will be the absolute Galois group of K. That is, G is the Galois group ofK
K in its algebraic closure. We will write all abelian groups, including m,
additively where at all possible. In particular, we must resort to the same
 . w x``quasi'' exponential map e: M ª F M used in 12 . Let me be more
specific. Let 0 ª m ª M ª M X ª 0 be a m-extension over the profinite
group G. Recall that this means M X is torsion-free of finite rank. The
w X xgroup ring F M has a ``twisted'' action by G and so we write this ring,
w x w x  .with the action, as F M . F M has a field of fractions F M with the
unique extension of that action. There is an induced G morphism e:
w xU  .UM ª F M ; F M . Since M is written additively, e is a ``quasi''
 X.  .  X.exponential map in that e m q m s e m e m .
Let me summarize the results in this paper. Section 1 contains some
needed preliminary results on the existence of discrete valuations. In
Section 2 we construct a ``cohomological ramification'' map for the very
Ã Ãspecial case of groups of the form G [ Z, where Z is the free profinite
group on one generator. In Section 3 we use the map from Section 2 to
define a cohomological ramification map for a group G with a central
subgroup C. We also show that this cohomological ramification map can
be used to compute the usual field theoretic ramification map. The special
case G s H [ C is done in Theorem 3.1, while the general case is
Theorem 3.8.
Section 4 uses the description in Section 3 to characterize the coho-
3 .mology classes a g H G, M that map to unramified classes in
3  .G . XH F M , m . To state the result in a special case, let M s m [ M be a
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3 X .split m-extension and suppose a g H G, M . Further assume, as we can
X 1 1 X.always arrange, that M is H trivial. That is, assume H H, M s 0 for
all subgroups H ; G. We can paraphrase Theorem 4.9 in this circum-
stance as:
X 3  .G .THEOREM 4.9 . a maps to an unramified element of H F M , m if
 .and only if a satisfies property P see just before Theorem 4.2 and property C
 .see after Proposition 4.6 for all cyclic subgroups C ; G.
Of course, the above only makes sense if we describe property P and
property C. First of all, a satisfies property P is and only if for all
permutation G lattices Q and G module morphisms f : M X ª Q, then
U  .f a s 0.
As for property C, the formal definition is unsatisfying as it involves the
cohomological ramification map. In Section 5 we give another characteri-
zation of property C as follows. Assume M X is as above and we have an
exact sequence 0 ª M X ª P ª I ª 0, where P is a permutation lattice
 .this is always possible . If we assume a has property P, then there is a
2 .  .b g H G, I such that d b s a , where d is the boundary map from the
long exact cohomology sequence. Let C ; G be cyclic of order q and
 .choose t g C to be a generator. Set I s Ir t y 1 I. Then b has aC
2 .natural image in b g H C, I s I rqI . Finally let H be the central-C C C C C
izer of C in C. Then we can restate Proposition 5.1 as:
PROPOSITION 5.1X. a as abo¨e has property C for this C if and only if
b g qI q I HC , where I HC is the submodule of H fixed elements.C C C C C
We require some well known observations about discrete valuations and
w x w xGalois groups. We refer the reader to 13 or 6 as a reference. Let LrK
be a G-Galois extension of fields. Suppose R ; K is a discrete valuation
ring with field of fractions K. We will say R is a discrete valuation ring in
K. R has an extension to a discrete valuation ring S in L. If H s s g G ¬
 . 4s S s S , we say H is the decomposition group. All the extensions of R
w xin L are G conjugate and so there are G: H of them. In particular,
ÃH s G if and only if S is unique. Let L be the completion of L at S. Then
Ã ÃL contains naturally the completion K of K at R. H is also the Galois
Ã Ã Ã Ãgroup of LrK. There is a subfield L ; L such that L rK is theu u
Ã Ãmaximum unramified extension in LrK.
In this paper the residue field R of R will always be of characteristic 0.
K and R will always contain m, the full group of roots of 1. Of course, R is
Ã Ã Ã Ãalso the residue field of the completion R ; K of R. It follows that LrK
Ãwill always be tamely ramified. Since m ; R, the Galois group C of LrLu
Ãis a central cyclic subgroup of H. In fact, LrL has a very specificu
Ãdescription. Let R ; L be the unique discrete valuation extending R inu u
Ã q .L . Set q to be the order of C. Then L s L u , where u s p is a primeu u
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w xelement of R 6, p. 30 . We will call C the ramification group, contrary tou
the usual terminology.
 .  .There is a well defined injection g : C ª m defined by g s s s u ru ,
where u is an element such that u q g R is a prime element. Note that byu
Kummer theory g is independent of the choice of such a u . We call g the
canonical injection. With the identification m s QrZ, we can call t g C
 .the canonical generator if g t s 1rq q Z.
The residue field extension SrR is Galois with group HrC. The group
extension 1 ª C ª H ª HrC ª 1 has an associated embedding problem
which turns out to be solvable over R. This is the beginning of the
following important result.
PROPOSITION 0.1. Let K ; L, C ; H ; G, R ; S, etc. be as abo¨e.
p .Assume H s G and that Rr R is infinite for all primes p that di¨ ide q. Let
LX s LC, which is the field with completion L , and set SX s S l LX theu
Xdiscrete ¨aluation in L extending R. Assume R has characteristic 0 and K
contains all roots of 1.
 . X . q X Xa L s L u such that u s p is a prime element of S .
 .b There is a Galois extension N > S > R such that H is the Galois
group of NrR and the induced map H ª HrC is the usual one.
 .c There is a Galois extension L > L > K such that the following1
holds. L rK is Galois with group G [ C such that the induced map G [ C1
 .ª G s Gal LrK is the identity on G and the inclusion on C. L has a1
discrete ¨aluation S which is the unique extension of S and the residue field S1 1
can be identified with N. 1 [ C ; G [ C is the ramification group of L rK.1
 . X X.Proof. To begin with a , Kummer theory says that L s L u with
u X q g LX. Let ¨ : LU ª Z be the valuation associated to R . The restrictionu u
X X Ã X .of ¨ to L is the valuation associated to S . Since L s L u , it followsu
 X q.again from Kummer theory that ¨ u is relatively prime to q. Replacing
X  X q.u by a prime to q power, we may assume ¨ u is congruent to 1 modulo
X q X q. XU Xq. That is, u s p w for some w g L and some prime element p . If
X y1  .we set u s u w , we are done with a .
 .  X . XTurning to b , we know that e S rR s 1. Thus p s dp , where p g R
is a prime element and d g SX is a unit. Note that d can be modified by
multiplication by a unit in R. Let d be the image of d in the residue field
X X XU U U Up p .  .  . .S . For any prime p dividing q, the kernel of R r R ª S r S
Uis finite by Kummer theory. It quickly follows that there is an x g R that
X XU U q .  . .maps to an element of order q in S r S . Modifying d by a power
X XU U q .  . .of x we can assume d has order q in S r S .
X 1r q. XSet L s L d which is cyclic of degree q over L . Set L s L L s2 1 2
 1r q.  1r q.L d s L p . L rK has Galois group G [ C as follows. G can be1
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 1r q.  1r q.  1r q.identified with the Galois group of L rK p s L p rK p and1
 1r q. X 1r q.C with the Galois group of L d rL d s L rL . Since L s1 2 1
 1r q.  1r q.  .L K p and L l K p s K, Galois Theory gives that Gal L rK2 2 1
is the direct sum we claimed. Furthermore, it is immediate that the
 .induced map G [ C ª G s Gal LrK is precisely as claimed.
 .  .Since G s G [ C r 1 [ C , we have that L rK has Galois group G.2
Let S ; L be a discrete valuation ring extending SX. Since d1r q g S we2 2 2
X 1r q 1r q .  .know that the residue field S contains N s S d s S d . Let e be2
the ramification degree and let f be the residue degree of S rSX. If g is2
X w xthe number of extensions of S in L , then by, e.g., 13, p. 20 , efg s q.2
XSince NrS has degree q, it follows that f s q and so e s g s 1. Thus
X XN s S , L rL is unramified, and S is the unique extension of S . In2 2 2
particular, NrR has Galois group G.
 1r q.Finally, L s L p , so L rL has ramification degree q. As before,1 2 1 2
S has a unique extension S ; L and S has the same residue field as S .2 1 1 1 2
The uniqueness of S over S implies that S is the unique extension of SX1 2 1
 .  .and hence of S. All together we have proven b and c .
In the above result we encountered the property that the ramification
group is a direct summand. We characterize this property in the next
result. To this end, let LrK be a G Galois extension of fields. Assume
S ; L is a G invariant discrete valuation ring. Set R s S l K and let
C ; G be the ramification group. Since we are still assuming R has
characteristic 0 and K has all roots of 1, we know that C is a central cyclic
subgroup.
PROPOSITION 0.2. The following are equi¨ alent.
 .a C ; G is a direct summand.
 . X Xb There is an intermediate field K ; L ; L such that LrK is totally
ramified and LrLX is unramified.
X  . XWe further ha¨e that if L is as in b , then LrK is Galois.
 . X HProof. Assume a . Write G s C [ H. Set L s L . C is precisely the
 .kernel of the action of G on S. Since H l C s 1 , H acts faithfully on S.
X X X X HThus LrL is unramified. Set S s S l L . Since HC s G, S s S s
XG r C .S s R. Thus LrK is total ramified.
 . X HConversely, assume b . Let H ; G be such that L s L . Since H acts
X X X XH .faithfully on S, H l C s 1 . If S s S l L , then R s S . Thus S s S
G r C .s R s S . It follows from Galois theory that H ª GrC is onto or
 .HC s G. To show a it suffices to show that H acts trivially on C, but this
is clear since C is central. Since H is then normal, we also have the last
statement.
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Our next observation is the trivial one that Galois descent applies to
unramified extensions of discrete valuation rings. To this end, let LrK be
a G-Galois extension of fields, S ; L be a G invariant discrete valuation
ring, and R s S l K s SG. Recall that if M is an S module, then a
 .  .semilinear action on M is an embedding G ; Aut M such that s smR
 .  .s s s s m for all s g G, s g S, and m g M.
PROPOSITION 0.3. Let SrR be as abo¨e and be unramified.
 .a SrR is a Galois extension of commutati¨ e rings with group G.
 . 1 U .  .b H G, S s 0 .
 .c Suppose P is a finitely generated free S module with rank r. Assume
G   . 4P has a semilinear G action. Then P s x g P ¬ s x s x all s g G is a
free module of rank r o¨er R and P G m S s P.R
w xProof. By an easy application of 4, p. 81 , SrR is a Galois extension of
w x 1 U .commutative rings. By, e.g., 4, p. 116 , H G, S is isomorphic to the
 .  .  .  .  .  .kernel Pic R ª Pic S . Since Pic R s 0 , we have b . As for c ,
 w x. Gby Galois descent e.g., 8, pp. 108]124 , P is a projective R module
and P G m S s P. Since R is local, P G is free and the rank statementR
follows.
Galois descent is also behind the following well known rationality result,
which we could just quote, but we actually give the trivial proof. Let LrK
be a G-Galois extension of fields and V be a finite dimensional L vector
w xspace with a semilinear G action. Form the symmetric algebra L V with
 .  .field of fractions L V , G has an induced action on L V .
w x  .G LEMMA 0.4 5, p. 16 . The fixed field L V is rational i.e., purely
.transcendental o¨er K.
Proof. By Galois descent V G m L s V, so V has G fixed basis. ThisK
G .basis is the transcendence base for L V rK.
While on the subject of rationality let us recall another well known fact.
Recall that K ; L is called unirational if K ; L ; K X and K XrK is
rational. It is well known that:
LEMMA 0.5. Suppose LrK is unirational and n G 0. Let N be a GK
n . n .module. Then the restriction map H K, N ª H L, N is injecti¨ e.
Proof. By functoriality we may assume LrK is rational and then by
 . w xinduction that L s K x . We are now done by 11, Proposition 4.4 .
Remark. Lemma 0.5 is true in much greater generality, where LrK is
 .any unirational field extension not limited to characteristic 0 . The only
 .proof we know involves etale cohomology admittedly very elementary and
so seems unnecessary here.
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 .The action of G on L V in Lemma 0.4 is an example of a so-called
additive action of a group. We must recall the notion of a so-called twisted
w xmultiplicative action. We refer the reader to 12 for details. Fix a finite
group G.
To begin with, a m-extension over G is a module M with an exact
sequence 0 ª m ª M ª M X ª 0 as follows. The G module m ( QrZ can
be identified with the group of roots of 1 in F but is often written
. X X Xadditively . M is Z torsion-free such that M s M m Q is finite dimen-Q Z
w xsional over Q. We recall from 12 that associated to M is a group
Ä Ä Äextension 1 ª A ª G ª G ª 1 and a G exact sequence 0 ª m ª M ª
X  X X .M ª 0 such that the following holds. First, A s Hom M rM , m hasQ Q
Ä Xthe ``Kummer'' action on M. In particular, A acts trivially on M . Second,Q
the action of G on M X is just the induced action from M X. Recall furtherQ
 .that we can form the field F M with G action and a G morphism e:
 .UM ª F M such that e is the identity on m.
We want to define a specific m-extension. Consider the abelian group
ÃP s m [ Q. Let Z be the profile completion of Z with canonical genera-1
Ãtor s corresponding to 1 g Z. We make P into a Z module by setting1
 ..  .s s q Z, r s s q r q Z, r , where s q Z g QrZ s m and r g Q. If C
Ã Ã q .is a cyclic group with generator t , we can write C s Zr Z , where t is
Ã qZ . .the image of s . Define P to be the C module P . Clearly there isq 1
an exact sequence 0 ª m ª P ª Z ª 0. Finally let G be any group andq
Ãf : G ª H be a group homomorphism where H s Z or H is cyclic of order
q with a distinguished generator. Define P to be the G module definedf
as the module induced by f from P and P , respectively.1 q
If M is a m-extension and N is a G lattice, then M [ N is naturally a
m-extension. If both M and N are m-extensions, we can defined M [ Nm
to be the pushout over m. Clearly, M [ N is another m-extension.m
We can use Lemma 0.4 to get a rationality result for multiplicative
invariant fields.
LEMMA 0.6. Suppose 0 ª M ª M ª P ª 0 is an exact sequence of G1
modules, M ª M is a map of m-extensions, and P is a permutation lattice1
 .G  .Go¨er G. Assume M is faithful o¨er G. Then F M rF M is rational.1
Proof. Let X X ; P be a basis permuted by G. Let X ; M be the1
X  .  .subset that maps bijectively to X . Let V ; F M be the F M span of1
  . 4  .  . .e x ¬ x g X . Clearly V is G invariant and F M s F M V . We are1
done by Lemma 0.4.
Another application of Lemma 0.4 is to a sort of inflation result for
multiplicative invariant fields. To describe the result, let N ; G be a
normal subgroup and M be a faithful m-extension over GrN viewed also
as over G.
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 w x.GLEMMA 0.7. Suppose G ª GrN splits. Then F M [ Z G is unira-
 .G r Ctional o¨er F M .
Proof. Let H ; G be the image of a splitting GrN ª G. Then F M
w x.G  w x.H  .H[ Z G ; F M [ Z G and the latter is rational over F M s
G r N .F M by Lemma 0.4.
Let us recall some facts about the ramification map associated to a
discrete valuation ring. Let K be a field over F and R ; K be a discrete
valuation ring. When we say this we will always mean F ; R and that K is
Ãthe field of fractions of R. Let K be the completion of K at R. Then the
Ã Ãabsolute Galois group of K has the form G [ Z and we can choose anR
Ã Ã Ãembedding G [ Z ; G . If f is the projection f : G [ Z ª Z, we setR K R
w xP s P . Recall 11, p. 213 that the ramification map r can be defined asf R
the composition of
n n n nÃ ÃH K , m s H G , m ª H G [ Z, m ( H G [ Z, P .  .  .  .K R R
and
n n nÃH G [ Z, P ( H G , m [ Z ª H G , Z .  . .R R R
ny1 ny1( H G , m s H R , m , .  .R
where the maps as are follows. The first map is restriction and the second
w xis the isomorphism from 11, Lemma 2.8 . The third map is the inverse of
Ãn n ZÃ .  .inflation H G , m [ Z ª H G [ Z, P that is defined because P sR R
m [ Z and because Hochschild]Serre shows this inflation is an isomor-
phism. The last map is the inverse of the coboundary induced by 0 ª Z ª
w xQ ª m ª 0. See, e.g., 11 for details.
We require a result on the functoriality of ramification. To this end, let
L > K be a finite extension field and S > R be a discrete valuation in L.
 .Set e s e SrR to be the ramification degree. The following is well known,
but we could find no easy source with a proof we could quote.
PROPOSITION 0.8. The diagram
rSn ny16 .  .H L, m H S, m6
e
6
rR ny1n 6  . . H R , mH K , m
commutes, where the ¨ertical arrows are restriction and restriction multiplied
by e.
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Ã Ã ÃProof. If L is the completion of L at S, then K ; L induces an
Ã Ã Ã Ãembedding i: G [ Z ª G [ Z. If N > K is a totally ramified Z exten-S R
Ã Ã Ãsion, then NL > L is one also and the induced map e: Z ª Z is multipli-
cation by e. That is, we have a commutative diagram
6Ã ÃG [ Z ZS
6
e
6 6 ÃÃ Z.G [ ZR
XÃ ÃLet P be the G [ Z module induced by projection on Z. Let P beS S
Ãthe G [ Z module induced from P by i. The preceding diagram showsS







Proposition 0.8 is now immediate.
We will require an aside about permutation lattices and Ext. Let G be a
finite group. Recall that a permutation G lattice is a Z-free finitely
w xgenerated Z G module with a Z basis permuted by G. Using the orbit
decomposition of such a basis, we have that any permutation G lattice is a
w xfinite direct sum of lattices Z GrH , where H ; G is a subgroup.
LEMMA 0.9. Let G be a finite group and let Q, P be a permutation G
lattices.
 . 1 .a H G, P s 0.
 .  .b Ext Q, P s 0.G
 . 1 w x.Proof. Part a reduces to showing, that H G, Z GrH s 0, which
 w x. 1 .  .equals, by Shapiro's lemma e.g., 1, p. 73 , H H, Z s Hom H, Z s 0.
 .  w x . wAs for b , this reduces to showing Ext Z GrH , P s 0, but by, e.g., 1,G
x 1  w x ..  . 1 .p. 61 , this equals H G, Hom Z GrH , P s by Shapiro H H, P s 0
since P is a permutation lattice over H.
Finally, we will require a few comments about group cohomology. Let G
2 w x.be a finite group and H ; G be a subgroup. Let f : H G, Z GrH (
2 . w xH H, Z be the isomorphism given by Shapiro's lemma 1, p. 73 . The long
2 . 1 .exact sequence 0 ª Z ª Q ª m ª 0 shows that H H, Z ( H H, m
 .  .  . 2 .s Hom H, m . Let l g Hom H, m and let d l g H H, Z be its im-
 . 2 .age. If M is an H module and a g M is H fixed, set l, a g H H, M
 .to be the cup product d l j a defined as follows. The canonical pairing
2 . 0 . 2 .Z = M ª M induces a cup product H H, Z = H H, M ª H H, M .
0 . HSince H H, M s M , the above cup product makes sense.
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w xLEMMA 0.10. Suppose g : Z GrH ª M is a morphism of a G modules.
w x  .If u g Z GrH is the canonical H fixed generator, set a s g u . Then
U  y1  ... G ..g f d l s Cor l, a , where Cor is the corestriction.H
 w x.Proof. Let M be any G module. The corestriction e.g., 1, p. 80 can
n . n w x .be defined as the composition H H, M ( H G, Z G m M ªZw H x
n . w xH G, M , where the second map is induced by h: Z G m M ª M and
 .  . 2 .  .h r m m s rm. Clearly d l g H H, Z is the element l, 1 . Thus
y1  .. 2 w x. G ..f d l in H G, Z GrH is Cor l, u . The lemma now follows byH
naturality of corestriction and cup products.
1. EXISTENCE OF VALUATIONS
The goal of this section is to record a few results concerning the
construction of discrete valuations. To begin, we record the main tech-
nique we use. In order to state the result, let V be a vector space over F.
Write V X s K X m V, where K X > F is a field. The symmetric algebraF
Xw X x X .K V has a field of fractions which we will write as K V . In a natural
X .way V is an F vector subspace of K V . If G is a finite group, suppose G
has an action on K X and V. Then there is an induced semilinear action on
X X . XV and thereby an action of G on K V . Recall that if R ; R are
 X .discrete valuation rings, then e R rR is the ramification degree.
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let G s H [ C be a finite group, K X a field on which
G acts faithfully, and C a cyclic group generated by t and of order q. Assume
SX ; K X is a discrete ¨aluation ring fixed by G with prime p , and set RX s SXG.
Suppose SXrRX has ramification group C s 1 [ C ; G.
 .a Let V be a F ¨ector space with an action by G. Then there is a
 4 X .G XGtranscendence base J s y , . . . , y of K V o¨er K such that the1 s
 . Xw xfollowing holds. Set S to be the localization at p of S y , . . . , y and let P1 s
 . Gbe the maximal ideal of S. Then V ; S and V l P s t y 1 V. If R s S ,
then SrR has ramification group C ; G and the residue field R is rational
X XH  . .  .o¨er S Vr t y 1 V . Also, e RrR s 1.
 .b Let Q be a permutation G lattice. Then there is a transcendence
 4 X .G XGbase J s y , . . . , y of K Q o¨er K such that the following holds. Let1 s
 . Xw x  . US be the localization at p of S y , . . . , y . Then e Q ; S and S is G1 s
 .in¨ariant. The image of Q in S is isomorphic to Q s Qr t y 1 Q and
X G  . .generates a field isomorphic to S Qr t y 1 Q . If R s S , then SrR has
X X .  ramification group C and e RrR s 1. Finally R is rational o¨er S Qr t y
. .H1 Q .
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Proof. By Proposition 0.1 there is an h: G ª m and a prime elementq
X  .  .  .p g S such that h H s 0, h is injective on C, and s p s h s p for
all s g G. Set S s SXC and note that S rRX is unramified and H-Galois.u u
Moreover, p s p q is a prime element of S . We can decompose V as au u
w xF G module into subspaces isotypic with respect to their C structure.
qy1   . k . 4That is, V s [ V , where V s ¨ g V ¬ s ¨ s h s ¨ for all s g C .k kks0
qy1  .Define V s [ V . Note that V s V [ V and V s t y 1 V. Sete k 0 e eks1
X  yk . X X qy1 X XV s p V , so C acts trivially on V . Set V s  V and V s S V sk k k ks0 k u u
S m V X. Clearly, V is the direct sum of V b s S V and V e s [qy1 S V X.u u u 0 u kF ks1
Each of the V b and V e have a semilinear action by H over S . By Lemmau
 40.4, V has an H invariant basis J s y , . . . , y such that J is the unionu 1 s
of a basis of V b and a basis of V e. Since K XV ( K X m V X, J is also a GSu
X X .G XGinvariant basis of K V and so a transcendence base of K V over K .
 . Y XIf S is defined as in part a , clearly S is G invariant. Let V s S m V ,uSu
which is therefore a free module over SX. By the definition of S, we have
Y Y Y X Y Y Y Y .V ; S, V l P s p V , and S s S V , where V s V rp V . Since
X Y XS rS is totally ramified, V s V rp V s S m V , which has a trivialu u u u u F
Xaction by C. Thus, C acts trivially on S. Since H acts faithfully on S , C
must be precisely the ramification group.
If k G 1 and ¨ g V , then ¨ s p k ¨ X, where ¨ X g V X ; V Y. Thus V ;k k e
p V Y. On the other hand, V b s S V s S m V so V l P s V l p V Yu 0 u 0 0 0F
b  .  .s V l p V s 0 . It follows that V l P s t y 1 V s V . Now S s0 u e
X Xb b e e .  .  .S V rp V s S V rp V [ V rp V and S m Vr t y 1 V s S mu u u u u u u F F
V s V brp V b. Also, V erp V e has a semilinear action by H. It follows by0 u u
XH H  . .Lemma 0.4 that S s R is rational over S Vr t y 1 V . By definition
 X.  .  X X.  X.e SrS s 1. Since e SrR s e S rR s q, we have that e RrR s 1.
 .As for b , let X ; Q be the basis permuted by G. Set V to be the F
 .  . X .span of the set e X ; K Q , so V has an action by G. Since K Q s
 .  .  .K V , we can apply part a to define J and S. The sublattice t y 1 Q
must map to 1 in S because C acts trivially on S. Thus there is a natural
Xw  . xhomomorphism h from the group algebra S Qr t y 1 Q to S and we let
L be the field of fractions of the image. Since L is the field generated by
X .   . .the images of e X , it is clear that L s S Vr t y 1 V . Because Q is a
k w xpermutation lattice, it is a direct sum of lattices [ Z GrN and so Viis1
k w x  .is the direct sum [ F GrN . The rank m of Qr t y 1 Q siis1
k w x  . k w x[ Z GrCN is also the F dimension of Vr t y 1 V s [ F GrCN ,i iis1 is1
Xwhich is the transcendence degree of L over S . Thus h is an injection,
X X  . .  .  .and L s S Qr t y 1 Q . That e RrR s 1 follows from a . This proves
 .b .
In Proposition 1.1 we only dealt with groups of the form G s H [ C.
We can, however, use Proposition 1.1 to prove results for more general
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groups as follows. In the following, let M be a m-extension over the group
G and let C ; G be a central cyclic subgroup. Define f: G [ C ª G by
 .setting f g, c s gc. Use f to also view M as a G [ C module.
X  .COROLLARY 1.2. Let M be faithful o¨er G and let S ; F M be a G
in¨ariant discrete ¨aluation ring with ramification group C o¨er RX s SXG.
 . Xa There is an extension of S to a G [ C in¨ariant discrete ¨aluation
 w x.  .ring S ; F M [ Z G [ C such that S has ramification group 1 [ C o¨er
X UG  w x.R s S and R is unirational o¨er R . Furthermore, e Z G [ C ; S and
 X.e RrR s 1.
 . Xb There is an extension of S to a G in¨ariant discrete ¨aluation ring
 w x. GS ; F M [ Z G such that S has ramification group C o¨er R s S and1 1 1 1
X U w x.  .R is unirational o¨er R . Furthermore, e Z G ; S and e R rR s 1.1 1
 .  .Proof. a By Proposition 0.1 there is a field L > F M such that the
 .Gfollowing holds. First, LrF M is Galois with group G [ C and the
  .G.   .  .G. Xinduced map Gal LrF M ª Gal F M rF M is just f. Second, S
extends to a G [ C invariant discrete valuation T ; L such that TrRX has
 .  .ramification group 1 [ C. Use T and Proposition 1.1 b to get a discrete
 w x.  w x.  wvaluation ring T ; L Z G [ C and view F M [ Z G [ C ; L Z G [2
x.  w x.  w x.C in the obvious way. Set S s T l F M [ Z G [ C . e Z G [ C ;2
U  .  w x. U U  wT by Proposition 1.1 b and so e Z G [ C ; S s T l F M [ Z G2 2
x. w x w x[ C . The image of Z G [ C in T and hence S is isomorphic to Z G2
 .by Proposition 1.1 b again. Thus G acts faithfully on S. It follows that
X G .  w x.1 [ C is precisely the ramification group of SrR. Since S Z G is
X XG[Crational over R , the residue field of R s T is rational over R by2 2
X X .  .Proposition 1.1 b . Thus R ; R is unirational over R . Finally, e RrR s2
 X.1 because e R rR s 1.2
 . X Xb If C is the kernel of f, then the C fixed submodule of
w x w x  w x.Z G [ C is isomorphic to Z G . In this way we can view F M [ Z G ;
 w x.  w x.F M [ Z G [ C . Set S s S l F M [ Z G , which is clearly G invari-1
 w x. U  w xant. e Z G ; S is also clear. Let t g C be a generator. Since Z G l1
 . w x..  . w x w xt y 1 Z G [ C s t y 1 Z G , the image of Z G in S, and hence S ,1
w xis isomorphic to Z GrC . In particular, GrC acts faithfully on S and so C1
is precisely the ramification group of S rR . R ; R and so R is unira-1 1 1 1
X X X .  .tional over R . Finally, e R rR s 1 because e RrR s 1.1
As another application of Proposition 1.1 we construct valuations on
 .G  . U  .  .F M with e M ; S for some and hence any extension S ; F M
and with specified ramification and residue properties. To this end, sup-
pose C ; G ; GX are subgroups such that C is cyclic and central in G. If
M is a m-extension over GX, a surjective morphism f : M ª M of1
m-extensions over G is called C maximal if C acts trivially on M and the1
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following holds. Suppose f factors nontrivially into surjective G morphisms
M ª M ª M for a m-extension M . Then C does not act trivially on2 1 2
M .2
THEOREM 1.3. Assume C ; G ; GX are as abo¨e and M ª M is C1
 .maximal. Then there is an G in¨ariant discrete ¨aluation S on F M such
that:
 .  . Ua e M ; S .
 . Gb If R s S , then SrR has ramification group containing C ; G. If
M is GrC faithful, C is precisely the ramification group.1
U U .c The G morphism M ª S ª S has the same kernel as f and
hence image isomorphic to M .1
 .d Let L ; S be the subfield generated by the image of M. Then L is
 .GrC isomorphic to F M . If M is GrC faithful and G ª GrC splits, then1 1
G r CR is unirational o¨er L .
Proof. Of course we can reduce to the case G s GX. Assume for the
moment that G has the form H [ C and M is H faithful. In these1
circumstances we can prove:
 .PROPOSITION 1.4. There is a field extension K > F M and a discrete1
¨aluation ring S ; K such that:1 1
 .  .a The action of G on F M extends to a faithful action on K .1
 .b S is G in¨ariant.1
 .  . Uc e M ; S .1
 .  .Gd If R s S , then S rR has ramification group C.1 1 1 1
U .e The kernel of M ª S is the kernel of f.1
 .f Let L ; S be the subfield generated by the image of M. There is an1
H .H preser¨ ing isomorphism L ( F M and R is rational o¨er L .1 1
 .Proof. Choose g : H [ C ª m such that g H s 0 and g is an injec-
tion on C. Form the m extension P s P as in the introduction. There is ag
canonical exact sequence 0 ª m ª P ª Z ª 0. Let x g P be a preimage
 .  . w x wof 1 g Z. Then d x s x q g d for all d g G. By, e.g., 3, p. 181 or 9, p.
x224 , there is a G morphism g : M ª P such that P is a permutation
lattice over G and g has kernel m. Define h: M ª M [ P as the sum of1
 .f and g. Clearly h is an injection and we can set K s F M [ P [ P1 1 m
 .with the given G action. Using h we view F M as a subfield of K .1
 .To define S , define another subfield K s F M [ P ; K . Clearly1 2 1 1m
w xG s H [ C acts faithfully on K . K has the subdomain F M [ P .2 2 1 m
w xURecall that e: M [ P ª F M [ P is the canonical map and set1 1m m
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 . w x  .p s e x . Set S to be the localization of F M [ P at p which is thus2 1 m
 .a G invariant discrete valuation ring in K . Clearly S s F M and so if2 2 1
R s SG, then S rR has ramification group C. Using S and P, let2 2 2 2 2
J s x , . . . , x be the transcendence base of L s K G over L s K G1 m 1 1 2 2
 .guaranteed by Proposition 1.1 b and let S ; K be the extension of S1 1 2
 .  .  .defined there. Parts a , b , and d follow from Proposition 1.1. To show
 .  . U  . Uc it suffices to show e M [ P ; S , but e M ; S is obvious and1 1 1 2
U .e P ; S is by Proposition 1.1. Since C acts trivially on S , the C1 1
 .maximality shows e .
 .  .Finally to show f note that by Proposition 1.1 b , R is rational over1
H .  .  .  .S P , where P s Pr t y 1 P. Of course, S P s F M [ P . Let2 1 1 2 1 1 1
 .c M be the image of M in M [ P . We have an exact sequence1 1
 .0 ª c M ª M [ P ª P ª 0. Projection on the first factor defines an1 1 1
 .  .isomorphism c M ( M . Thus the ring generated by c M in the group1
w x w  .xalgebra F M [ P is isomorphic to the group algebra F c M . This1 1
H .shows that L is as claimed. S P is rational over L by Lemma 0.6 and2 1
 .so f is shown.
We can now return to the proof of Theorem 1.3 in full generality.
 . w xDefine f : G [ C ª G by setting f g, c s gc. View M ; M [ Z G [ C
was m-extensions over G [ C. f extends in the obvious way to f : M [ Z G
x w x  . w x[ C ª M [ Z G , which is C s 1 [ C maximal. Of course M [ Z G1 1
is G faithful and C ; G [ C is a direct summand, which is the point of
 .  w x.this trick. We have fields F M ; F M [ Z G [ C ; K and a discrete1
valuation ring S ; K such that Proposition 1.4 holds. Let S be the1 1
 .  .  .  .restriction of S to F M . Now parts a and c are clear. Part b follows1
 .because C acts trivially on S. To prove part d , note that R ; R and R1 1
G w x.is rational over F M [ Z G . By Lemma 0.7 we are done.1
In applying the above results, we will have to verify that some map
M ª M is C maximal. One very common case is the following. Assume
M s m [ M X is a faithful split m-extension over the finite group G. Let
1 X .C ; G be a central cyclic subgroup and assume H C, M s 0. Let t be
a generator of C and set N : M X ª M X to be the norm map defined by C.t
X 1 X. X  . XSet M to be the kernel of N . Since 0 s H C, M s M r t y 1 M , wet t t
X  . X X Xhave M s t y 1 M . In particular, M rM has trivial t action. Sincet t
X X X X X X .  .N M ; M , M rM is torsion-free. Thus M s m [ M r t y 1 M st t
 .Mr t y 1 M is a split m-extension. Clearly M ª M is C maximal and is
the only C maximal image of M.
More generally, suppose M is a m-extension over G as above and the
1 . 1 .induced map H C, m ª H C, M is an isomorphism. Equivalently, sup-
 .  . 1 .  .pose t y 1 M l m s 0 and H C, Mrm s 0. Then Mr t y 1 M is
again a m-extension, has trivial C action, and is C maximal.
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2. THE COHOMOLOGICAL RAMIFICATION MAP
ÃLet G be a profinite group and Z be the free profinite group with
Ãcanonical generator s g Z. The goal of this section is to define and study
n Ã ny1 .  .a purely cohomologically defined map H G [ Z, M ª H G, M that
is closely related to the ramification map on Galois cohomology. Let M be
Ã Ãa G module which we view as a G [ Z module by defining the Z action to
n n Ã .  .be trivial. Let i : H G, M ª H G [ Z, M be the inflation map andG
n Ã n .  .res : H G [ Z, M ª H G, M be the restriction map on group coho-G
Ãmology. Then res ( i is the identity because G ª G [ Z ª G is theG G
identity.
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose n G 3, or M is torsion and n G 2. There is an
ny1 n Ã .  .injection i: H G, M ª H G [ Z, M natural in G and M such that
ny1 n Ã n Ã  ..  .  .i H G, M ; H G [ Z, M is the kernel of res and H G [ Z, MG
 n ..  ny1 ..is the internal direct sum i H G, M [ i H G, M . In particular,G
n Ã n ny1 .  .  .H G [ Z, M ( H G, M [ H G, M .
Proof. We consider the Hochschild]Serre spectral sequence for the
Ã q p Ã q .   ..pair G ; G [ Z. Since H G, M torsion, H Z, H G, M s 0 if p G 2
and q G 1. Thus from the spectral sequence and using our assumption
.about n and M we have the exact sequence:
1 Ã ny1 n Ã n0 ª H Z, H G, M ª H G [ Z, M ª H G, M ª 0. 2.1 .  .  . . .
1 Ã ny1 Ã ny1  ..   ..Now H Z, H G, M s Hom Z, H G, M and the later can be
ny1 Ã .identified with H G, M by fixing the generator s g Z. We define i
 .to be the injection in 2.1 . The naturality and the description of
 ny1 ..i H G, M are immediate. The rest follows from the fact that res ( iG G
is the identity.
We can now define our cohomological ramification map.
n Ã ny1 .  .DEFINITION. Define ram : H G [ Z, M ª H G, M For n, Mn
  .  ..as in Theorem 2.1 by setting ram i a q i b s b.n G
It is immediate that:
 n ..LEMMA 2.2. ram is a split epimorphism with kernel i H G, M .n G
ram is natural with respect to G and M.n
We will need the following computation involving the map ram . Let qn
Ã Ã Ã Ãbe an integer and qZ ; Z. This induces an inclusion G [ qZ ; G [ Z
n Ã n Ã .  .and so a restriction map f : H G [ Z, M ª H G [ qZ, M . We alsoq
n Ã ny1 .  .have a ramification map ram : H G [ qZ, M ª H G, M .n, q
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ny 1 .LEMMA 2.3. The composition ram ( f ( i: H G, M ªn , q q
ny1 .H G, M is multiplication by q.
Proof. This is immediate from the definitions, the naturality of the
1 Ã ny1  ..spectral sequence, and the fact that H Z, H G, M is identified with
ny1 Ã .H G, M via a choice of generator of Z.
Our intuition about ram is that it is a ``cohomological'' ramificationn
map. To justify this, we must show ram is compatible with the ramifica-n
tion map from Galois cohomology. To this end we concentrate on the case
M s m s QrZ. To begin with we record the following consequence of the
proof of Theorem 2.1.
 ny1 ..  .LEMMA 2.4. Any a g i H G, M contains a cocycle c s , . . . , s1 n
 .  .such that c s , . . . , s , s g s c s , . . . , s , s for all g g G and all1 ny1 n 1 ny1 n
Ã X .s g G [ Z. If c s , . . . , s is another such cocycle in a , then the n y 1i 1 n
 .  .  . Xdegree cocycles on G d g , . . . , g s c g , . . . , g , s and d g ,1 ny1 1 ny1 1
. X .. . . , g s c g , . . . , g , s are cohomologous and represent the preim-ny1 1 ny1
ny1 .age of a in H G, M .
Proof. This is direct from the explicit description of the
w xHochschild]Serre spectral sequence in 7 and the injectivity of i.
We next see how, in the case M s m, i can be defined using cup
products. For m G 1 let m ; m be the cyclic subgroup of order m. Definem
1 Ã Ã .  .  .c g H Z, m ; Hom Z, m by setting c s s 1rm q Z. Also use cm m m m
1 Ã Ã .  .  .to denote the extension in H G [ Z, m s Hom G [ Z, m with c Gm
ny1 .s 0. Let h: m ª m be the inclusion and suppose a g H G, m . i :m m G
ny1 ny1 Ã .  .H G, m ª H G [ Z, m is the inflation map as above.m n
 U  .. U   . .THEOREM 2.5. If n G 2, then i h a s h i a j c .G m
Ã .Proof. Suppose c g , . . . , g g m is a cocycle of G in a . If n g Z,1 ny1 i
 .  .g g G, and s s g n , then we can let c s , . . . , s s c g , . . . , gi i i i 1 ny1 1 ny1
 .  .be the cocycle in i a . By definition of cup product, i a j c isG G m
 .  .  .represented by d s , . . . , s s c s , . . . , s c s . Clearly the coho-1 n 1 ny1 m n
 .mology class of d s , . . . , s is trivial upon restriction to G and hence is1 n
 ny1 ..  .  .an element of i H G, m . Since c s g s c s for all g g G, them n m n
 .conditions for Lemma 2.4 are met. Furthermore, d g , . . . , g , s s1 ny1
 .c g , . . . , g and the result follows by Lemma 2.4.1 ny1
w xNext we consider the ramification map as defined in 11 . Let g :
Ã Ã ÃG [ Z ª Z be the projection and P s P be the G [ Z module definedg
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in the Introduction. Recall that as an abelian group P s m [ Q. For
future use we compute that
1 y s a s q Z, q s yaq q Z, 0 . 2.2 .  .  .  .
ÃWe have an exact sequence 0 ª m ª P ª Q ª 0 of G [ Z modules and
ÃZ n Ã . w x  .the fixed module P s m [ Z. In 11 was defined r : H G [ Z, m ªn
ny1 n Ã n Ã .  .  .H G, m via the composition H G [ Z, m ( H G [ Z, P (
n . n . ny1 .H G, m [ Z ª H G, Z ( H G, m , where the last isomorphism is
the inverse of the coboundary map induced by 0 ª Z ª Q ª m ª 0. The
following result will clarify the relationship between r and ram . Let a ,n n
c , and h be as in Theorem 2.5.m
 U   ... U  .THEOREM 2.6. r h c j i a s yh a .n m G
 .  .Proof. Let c g , . . . , g be a cocycle in a . Choose c g , . . . , g gÄ1 ny1 1 ny1
 .  .1rm Z ; Q to be a preimage and set d g , . . . , g to be the coboundary1 n
 .  . U  .d c g Z. Then d g , . . . , g is a representative of the image of h a inÄ 1 n
n X Ã Ã .  .  .  .H G, Z . Define c : G [ Z = ??? = G [ Z ª 1rm Z by settingÄ
X Ã .  .c g n , . . . , g n s c g , . . . , g , where g g G and n g Z. WeÄ Ä1 1 ny1 ny1 1 ny1 i i
Ãform the G [ Z coboundary
dX g n , . . . , g n s d cX .  .Ä1 1 n n
ny1
is g n c g , . . . , g q y1 c . . . , g g , . . . .  .  .Ä Ä1 1 2 n i iq1
is1
nq y1 c g , . . . , g . .  .Ä 1 ny1
X  .  .Thus d y d s 1 y n c g , . . . , g is cohomologous to the inflation of dÄ1 2 n
n Ã .  .in H G [ Z, P and by 2.2 actually takes values in m. After identifying
 .  a. m with m [ 0 ; P, and using 2.2 again, we have that 1 y s c g , . . . ,Ä 2
.  .  a.  .g s yac g , . . . , g s yc s c g , . . . , g . This proves Theorem 2.6.n 2 n m 2 n
However, the cup product is anticommutative, so we have from Theo-
rems 2.5 and 2.6 that:
 .ny1COROLLARY 2.7. If M s m, then ram s y1 r .n n
Let us close this section with a definition. Suppose G has the form
H [ C for C a cyclic group with generator t . Assume t acts trivially on M.
ÃThen there is a group surjection f : H [ Z ª H [ C s G defined as thet
 ..  . n .identity on H and by f 1, s s 1, t . Define ram : H G, M ªt n, t
ny1 n n Ã .  .  .H H, M to be the composition H G, M ª H H [ Z, M ª




We have called the map defined in Section 2 the ``cohomological
ramification'' map. Our goal in this section is to justify this name by
relating this map to the usual ramification map from field theory. Recall
that all rings and fields are assumed to contain a fixed algebraically closed
field of characteristic 0. Thus we may identify the group, m, of roots of 1
 .  .with QrZ. In other words, we may choose r n g m such that r n is a
 .m  .primitive root of 1 and r nm s r n for all n, m. Of course, it would be
interesting to relax the assumptions. Then m would have to be considered
with its Galois action and there would be no choice of canonical generator
 .for the Galois group of a totally and tamely ramified extension see below .
We do not have results in this more general situation, and it looks like
such an investigation would involve even greater technicalities.
Our setup is the following. Let M be a m-extension over the finite group
 . wG. There is an induced action of G on the field F M as in 12, Sect. 1 or
x  .Uthe Introduction . Let e: M ª F M be the canonical map and K s
 .GF M be the ``twisted multiplicative invariant field.'' Set K to be thea
algebraic closure of K and recall that G is defined to be the Galois groupK
of K rK. There is a canonical map G ª G, and so a composition ofa K
natural maps
U Ue Un n n6H G, M H G, F M ª H G , K . .  .  . . K a
Of course, m ; KU and the quotient KUrm is divisible torsion-free. Thusa a
n . n . n U .the induced map H K, m s H G , m ª H G , K is an isomor-K K a
phism. The inverse of this map combined with the above composition
n . n .induces a natural map i : H G, M ª H K, m we just call inflation.M
More generally, let LrK be a G-Galois extension of fields and M ; LU be
a G submodule. The very same definitions yield an inflation map i :M
n . n . n .H G, M ª H K, m . Let a g H G, M . The more specific goal of
this section is to relate the cohomological ramification of a to the field
 .theoretic ramification of i a .M
 .Of course, field theoretic ramification is defined using a discrete
 .  .valuation R ; K with q R s K. Let S ; F M be an extension of R.
Because we will be able to reduce to a subgroup, we will usually be able to
assume S is unique and hence G invariant. The ramification of SrR
defines a ramification subgroup C ; G which can be defined as the
subgroup acting trivially on the residue field S. Of course, GrC acts
faithfully on S. By well known theorems C is cyclic and central in G. In
 .  .fact, C has a canonical generator t , where t p s r n p . The various
choices of C is one way the single map defined in Section 2 yields a whole
collection of ``cohomological ramification maps.''
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 .  .UAnother thing that varies is the relationship between e M ; F M
 .Uand S. For one thing, the valuation ¨ : F M ª Z induced by S restricts
U n . n .to a G morphism f : M ª Z and so induces f : H G, M ª H G, Z
ny1 . U( H G, QrZ . It will turn out that f will be subsumed in the
``easier'' unramified situation. Thus the interesting case, which we call
 . Uunital, is the case where f s 0 or e M ; S . In this case, the composi-
U Ution M ª S ª S defines a surjection f : M ª M , where M is a1 1
m-extension and the image of M in the residue field S. Since the inflation
n .map on the residue field S has domain H GrC, M , it is natural to1
expect that any cohomological description of ramification will involve the
U n . n .induced map f : H G, M ª H G, M .1
Finally, it may not happen that the extension 1 ª C ª G ª GrC ª 1
splits. We will see later that it will split after an unramified extension, and
so we will be able to reduce to the case G s H [ C. To summarize, we
 .  . U  .assume S ; F M is G invariant, e M ; S i.e., S is unital , f : M ª M1
U; S is the induced map, and G s H [ C, where C ; G is the ramifica-
tion group.
In the above circumstances we can take the map defined in Section 2
and get a more specific ramification map. Given the canonical t g C,
Ãdefine f : H [ Z ª G as the sum of the inclusion H ; G and thet
Ã Ãsurjection Z ª C that takes the canonical generator s g Z to t . As in
n .Section 2, we have an associated ramification map ram : H G, M ªn, t 1
ny1 . U n .H H, M . To take f into account we define ram : H G, M ª1 f , t , s
ny1 .H H, M to be the composition1
U ramf n , tn n ny16 6H G, M H G, M H H , M . .  .  .1 1
The subscript s in ram indicates that this is the map in the split case.f , t , s
The next result basically says that the cohomological ramification map can
wbe used to compute the field theoretic one in this key case. See, e.g., 11, p.
x213 for a definition of the field theoretic ramification map.
 .THEOREM 3.1. Suppose M is a faithful G module. Assume S ; F M is a
G in¨ariant discrete ¨aluation ring and is unital. Suppose C ; G is the
ramification group and G s H [ C. Assume M is faithful o¨er H. The1
diagram
iMn n6 .  .H G, M H K , m
6
ramram Rf , t , s
6 iM1 ny1ny1 6  . . H R , mH H , M1
 .ny1commutes up to y1 , where ram is the field theoretic ramification mapR
defined by R s SG.
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From now on we assume as above that M is G faithful and M is H1
w x  .faithful. Recall from 12, Sect. 1 that we set M s Mrm m Q, A sQ Z
Ä Ä .  .  .Hom M rM, m the Galois group of F M rF M , and G the canonicalQ
Äextension of A by G defined by M and M the associated m-extension
Ä Ä  .0 ª m ª M ª M ª 0. G is the Galois group F M rK, so there isQ Q
Äa canonical map G ª G. Let M be as above. Set A sK 1 1
Ä . .Hom M rM , m . We have the canonical extension 1 ª A ª H ª H1 Q 1 1
Ä Äª 1 associated to M . We define an action of H [ C on M by letting C1 1
act trivially.
We outline the proof of Theorem 3.1 by listing a series of three
preliminary results. We will delay the proofs of these results until we have
given them all, but we will try to motivate these three technical results. To
begin with the first one, our proof of Theorem 3.1 will need to use these
Ä Äconstructions G and H. Thus we will need to extend the equation
Ä ÄG s H [ C to a relationship between G and H. Unfortunately, this
relationship requires a series of choices.
Ä Ä ÄPROPOSITION 3.2. There is an embedding i: H [ C ª G and a H [ C
Ä Ä Ämorphism f : M ª M such that the diagram1




nn Ä Ä . . H H [ C , MH G, M 11
commutes, where the horizontal maps are inflation.
Suppose t g C is the canonical generator given by ramification Pro-
.position 0.1 . We have defined above a ramification map ram :n, t
n . ny1 .H G, M ª H H, M . Another step in the proof of Theorem 3.11 1
Äwill be to define an analogous ramification map for H and then relate it to
w xram . To this end, observe that by 12, Lemma 1.3 we have isomor-n, t
phisms
m Ä Ä m ÄH H [ C , M ( H H [ C , m , . /1
m Ä Ä m ÄH H , M ( H H , m 3.1 . . /1
for m ) 1. Thus there is an induced ramification map rX defined as then, t
composition
fUtn n n6Ä Ä Ä Ä ÃH H [ C , M ( H H [ C , m H H [ Z, m .  . /1
rn ny1 ny16 Ä Ä ÄH H , m ( H H , M , .  /1
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U Ä Ã Äwhere n G 3 and f is induced by f : H [ Z ª H [ C that is thet t
Ä Ãidentity on H and maps the canonical generator s of Z to t . We write
U n Ä ny1 Ä .  .r s r (f : H H [ C, m ª H H, m .n, t n t
The relationship between ram and r is given by:n, t n, t
PROPOSITION 3.3. The diagram
n 6 n Ä Ä .  .H G, M H H [ C , M1 1
6
Xrn , tramn , t
6 6
ny1ny1 Ä Ä . . H H , MH H , M 11
 .ny1commutes up to y1 , where the horizontal maps are inflation.
Ä Ä .Since G is the Galois group of F M rK and G is the Galois group of
Ä .F M rK, there are natural epimorphisms G ª G ª G. On the otherK
H .hand, R is not of the form F M and so there is a priori no particular1
Ämap G ª H. In the next result we will construct such a map, called c ,R H
Äwhere the composition G ª H ª H is the canonical map. Moreover, weR
will show c can be chosen to be compatible with the maps i and f fromH
Proposition. 3.2.
PROPOSITION 3.4. There is a continuous group homomorphism c : G ªR
ÄH such that the diagram
U rn , tin n ny166Ä Ä Ä .  .  .H G, m H H [ C , m H H , m
6
Uc
6 ramR ny1nn 6  . . . H R , mH K , mH K , m
commutes, where i is the map from Proposition 3.2 and c U is the inflation
induced by c .
Before we prove the above three results, let us see that these results do
in fact prove Theorem 3.1. Consider the diagram
ram f , t , sn n ny16 6H G, M H H [ C, M H H, M .  .  .1 1
6 6 6
Xrn, tn n ny16 6Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄH G, M H H [ C, M H H, M .  /  /1 1
X X X
rn, tn n ny16 6Ä Ä ÄH G, m H H [ C, m H H, m .  .  .
6 6
n n ny16H K, m H K, m H R, m . .  .  .
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Here all unlabelled arrows are the obvious maps, and all squares commute
or anticommute by the above propositions, by definition, and by naturality.
The outer edge of the above diagram is just the diagram in Theorem 3.1.
Thus we must prove Propositions 3.2]3.4.
We begin with Proposition 3.2. Let E ; M be the kernel of f which we
note must be torsion-free. Then E s E m Q is naturally a subgroup ofQ Z
M . Since E is a G submodule, m [ E is a split m-extension which isQ
naturally a submodule of M. The canonical map p : E ª E is induced byQ
Ä Ä Äthe quotient map M ª M . Let E be the preimage of E in M. We sayQ Q
X Ä X Ä X X .E ; E is a complement if E q m s E, m l E s 0 , and E > E. ItQ Q Q Q
turns out that the ``choices'' in Proposition 3.2 amount to a choice of
Äcomplement. Given such a choice, we get unique maps i and f. This is the
substance of the following more precise version of Proposition 3.2.
THEOREM 3.5. The set of complements is nonempty. To each complement
X Ä ÄE there is a unique embedding i: H [ C ª G and a surjecti¨ e homomor-Q
Ä Ä Äphism f : M ª M with the following properties.1
Ä X .a f has kernel E .Q
Ä Ä X X .  .   . 4b i H [ C is precisely a g G ¬ a E s E .Q Q
Ä Ä .c f preser¨ es the induced H [ C actions and extends f.
Ä Ä .  .  .d i C ; i H [ C is precisely the subgroup that acts tri¨ ially on M .1
Ä Ä .Con¨ersely, if i and f are homomorphisms satisfying c , the kernel of f is a
Ä .complement and b holds. Moreo¨er, for fixed f , i is unique.
Proof. We begin by ``constructing'' a complement. Choose, via Zorn's
X Ä X  .lemma, a subgroup B ; E maximal with the properties that B l m s 0
and B > E. Let B be the image of BX in E . It suffices to show thatQ
B s E . If not, choose b g E such that b f B, but pb g B for someQ Q
X Ä Xprime p. Let b g E be a preimage of b and write pb s r q c, where
r g m and c g BX. Since m is divisible, we can choose bX such that
X X Y X X Y  .pb s c g B . Set B s B q Zb . Clearly, B l m s 0 and we have a
contradiction. Thus B s E and BX is the required complement.Q
X Fix a complement E . The map f induces an isomorphism M r E qQ Q Q
.  .  . .  M ( M rM . Thus A s Hom M rM , m s Hom M r E q1 Q 1 1 1 Q 1 Q Q
Ä Ä. .  . M , m is naturally a subgroup of A s Hom M rM, m . Set G s a g GQ 1
 X . X 4¬ a E s E .Q Q
 .To prove b above we must show:
Ä ÄLEMMA 3.6. G can be identified with H [ C.1
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ÄProof. First we show that G l A s A . That is, we show that if f g A1 1
X Ä w xpreserves E , then f is the identity on E. Recall 12 that A sQ
Ä Ä .  .Hom M rM, m acts on M by setting, for a g M and f g A, f a sQ
Ä .f a a , where a is the image of a in M rM s MrM. Thus if f preservesQ
X Ä .E it must, as an element of Hom M rM, m , restrict to 0 on E, which byQ Q
definition means it must be an element of A .1
Ä ÄOur second claim is that the induced map G ª G ª G is surjective.1
ÄTo show this, let s g G and let u g G be a preimage. Of course, s has as
Äuniquely defined action on E . Define e : E ª E to be the sectionQ Q
X Ä .  .  ..induced by E . Define the set map h: G ª Aut E by h s r q e e sQ
X Ä  ..  .r q e s e , where r g m and e g E . Let u g Aut E be the restric-Q s
X y1 Ä . .tion of u . Then b s h s u induces the identity map on E s Erm.s s Q
Thus there is an abelian group homomorphism aX: E ª m such thatQ
  .. X .  . X .b e e s a e q e e . Since b is the identity of m [ E, a E s 0. Since
E rE is a divisible group, it is an abelian group direct summand ofQ
M rM. It follows that aX extends to an abelian group homomorphism a:Q
ÄM rM ª m. Of course, a g A by definition. Restricted to E, u a is just bQ s
X Äand thus preserves E . Thus u a g G is a preimage of s g G. ThisQ s 1
proves the second claim.
Ä X Ä Ä Ä .As groups MrE ( M . We have an induced map G ª Aut M ,Q 1 1 1
w xwhich by 12, Proposition 1.4 and the above two claims, has image
Ä Ä Äprecisely H. Since M is H faithful, the kernel of G ª H can be1 1
Ä Äidentified with C. On the other hand, H ; G can be identified with the1
Ä Äpreimage of H under the surjection G ª G. Thus G is naturally1 1
Äisomorphic to H [ C and Lemma 3.6 is proven.
ÄTo prove Proposition 3.5, we set i to be this identification. We set f to
Ä Ä X Ä  .  .be the canonical map M ª MrE s M . Parts a ] c , as well as theQ 1
Ä  .uniqueness of i given f , are immediate. Part d follows from the construc-
tion in the proof of Lemma 3.6. The converse also follows at once since the
Äkernel of f is clearly a complement.
ÄFinally, for any choice of i and f as above, the diagram of Proposition
3.2 commutes by naturality. Thus Proposition 3.2 is proven.
We next tackle Proposition 3.3. We begin by noting that ram behavesn, t
well with respect to inflation. Suppose C is a cyclic group with generator t .
Let f : H [ C ª H X [ C be a homomorphism of groups that is the sum
of the identity on C and fX: H ª H X. Let M X and M be modules over1 1
H X [ C and H [ C, respectively, such that both have trivial actions by C.
Suppose f : M X ª M is a morphism compatible with f. Denote by f U :1 1
p X X . p .H G , M ª H G, M the induced morphism on cohomology groups.1 1
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We claim:
Lemma 3.7. The diagram
f UX X Xn n6 .  .H H [ C , M H H [ C , M1 1
6
ramram n , tn , t
U6 f XX ny1ny1 6  . . H H , MH H , M 11
commutes.
Proof. There is a commutative diagram of maps
X 6 XÃH [ Z H [ C
6
6 6Ã H [ CH [ Z
and so the lemma follows from Lemma 2.2.
By Lemma 3.7 we have the diagram
n 6 n Ä Ä .  .H H [ C , M H H [ C , M1 1
6
ramn , tramn , t
6 6
ny1ny1 Ä Ä . . H H , M .H H , M 11
Thus to prove Proposition 3.3 it suffices to show that
6
n nÄ Ä Ä Ä .  .H H [ C, M H H [ C, M1 1
6
Xrram n , tn , t
6 6
ny1ny1 Ä ÄÄ Ä  . . H H , MH H , M 11
 .ny1  .commutes up to y1 . By the isomorphisms 3.1 and naturality, it
suffices to show that
n 6 nÄ Ä .  .H H [ C , m H H [ C , m
6
Xrram n , tn , t
6
ny1ny1 6 ÄÄ  . . H H , mH H , m
 .ny1commutes up to y1 . Using the naturality of inflation we can replace
ÃC in the above diagram by Z and then the required commutativity is just
Corollary 2.7, which proves Proposition 3.3.
Finally, we turn to the proof of Proposition 3.4, the third of the three
 .results we needed. Recall that S ; F M is a G s H [ C invariant
discrete valuation ring with ramification group C s 1 [ C ; H [ C over
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G  .G  .HR s S ; F M s K. Set N s F M so by Proposition 0.2, NrK is
 . H  .totally ramified and F M rN is unramified at S ; N. Set L s F M soQ
Ä ÄG is the Galois group of LrK and there is an induced map G ª G.K
Ã Ã ÃLet K and R be the completions of K and R with respect to R. Let K a
Ã Ã Ãbe the algebraic closure of K and let K ; K be the maximum unrami-u a
Ã  .fied extension of K. The elements of e M are units in S, so the extension
 .LrF M is unramified at S. That is, there is a discrete valuation ring
T ; L that extends S with TrS unramified. Associated to T is an
Ã Ã Ã Ã  .embedding L ; L ; K , where L is the field join of K and F M . Wea Q
Ã Ãcan choose an extension of these embeddings to K ; K . Let N be thea a
Ã Ã Ãcompletion of N and choose N to be a totally ramified Z extension of KQ
Ã Ã Ãcontaining N. As the composition of two unramified extensions, LrN is
Ã Ã Ã Ãunramified. Let L rL be the maximum unramified subextension of LrK,u
Ã Ãso L ; K .u u
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃWe claim that L s L N. Since L is maximal unramified, LrL N isu u u
Ã Ã Ã Ãtotally ramified. Since LrN is unramified, the ramification degree of LrK
Ã Ã Ãis precisely the order of C. Since the ramification degree of L NrK is atu
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãleast the order of C, LrL N has ramification degree 1 and so L s L N.u u
Ã Ã ÃSince K rK is totally ramified with Galois group Z, an almost identicala u
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãargument shows that K N s K . All together, we have L s L N ;u Q a u
Ã Ã ÃK N s K , which can be expressed in Fig. 1.u Q a
Corresponding to the above fields we have identifications
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃGal K rK s Gal K rN , Gal L rK s Gal LrN , . /  /  /u a Q u




Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃGal LrK s Gal L rK [ Gal NrK s Gal L rK [ C. .  . /  /u u
Thus there is a surjection
Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃG s G [ Z ª Gal L rK [ C s Gal LrK , 3.2 . .Ã  /K R u
Ã Ãwhich is the direct sum of maps c : Z ª C given by N ; N and c :t Q R
Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .G ª Gal L rK . In identifying Z with Gal N rK we can assume theR u Q
Ãcanonical generator s of Z corresponds to the canonical generator of
Ã .  .Gal N rK given by ramification Proposition 0.1 . That is, if t is theQ
 .generator of C given by ramification, we have c s s t .t
 .Our goal is to relate the map 3.2 with one of the maps i given by
ÃTheorem 3.5. The choice of T defines an embedding G [ Z sR
Ã Ã .Gal K rK ; G whose image is precisely the stabilizer of T. Let c :a K
Ã Ä ÃG [ Z ª G ª G be the composition. Now c factors as G [ Z ªR K R
Ã Ã Ä Ä .  .Gal L rK [ C ª G, where the first map is from 3.2 . Since M gener-u
Ã Ãates L over K, the second map is an injection which we can assume is an
inclusion.
U Ä U X Ä .  .Since e M ; S , it is immediate that e M ; T . Let E ; M be the
Xelements that map to 1 in the residue field T. Then E must be torsion-free,
X Äand E l M s E. It follows that the image of M in T can be identified
Ä X Xwith M and E is a complement E in the terminology of Theorem 3.5.1 Q
Ä ÄWe use Theorem 3.5 and this complement to define i: H [ C ª G. By
Ä X .Theorem 3.5, i H [ C is precisely the subgroup that preserves E . Since
XÃ Ã Ã Ä .G [ Z preserves T , Gal L rK [ C ; G preserves E and hence lies inR u
Ä .i H [ C .
Ã Ã Ä .  .We want the inclusion Gal L rK [ C ; i H [ C to preserve theu
Ã Ã Ä .  .  .direct summands. That is, we want C s i C and Gal L rK ; i H .u
Ã Ã .  .i C ; Gal LrK is precisely the subgroup acting trivially on T , and
Ä Ä  .C ; H [ C is the subgroup acting trivially on M ; T. Thus C s i C . Let1
Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃT ; L be the extension of T and T be the restriction of T to L . Sinceu u
Ã Ã ÃLrL is totally ramified, T is also the residue field of T and so the lateru u
Ä Ã Ã Ä .contains M . The action of Gal L rK on M induces an embedding1 u 1
Ã Ã Ä Ä .  .Gal L rK ; H. Recall from the proof of Theorem 3.5 that i H is theu
Ä Xsubgroup of G that preserves the complement E and is in the preimageQ$
 .of H ; G. If F M is the completion of F M , then H ; G s .$ $
Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .Gal F M rK is the Galois group of F M rN. Since Gal L rK ; .  . u
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .Gal LrK is the Galois group of LrN, Gal L rK is in the inverse of Hu
Ã Ã Ä .  .and so we have Gal L rK ; i H . All together we have the compositionu
c i6 6Ã Ã Ã Ä ÄG [ Z Gal L rK [ C ; H [ C G, /R u
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Äwhere the first inclusion preserves the direct sum. Let c : G ª HH R
denote the induced map.
We have the inflation induced diagram




res nnn 6 Ã . . . H G [ Z, m .H G , mH K , m RK
Naturality now gives us commutativity of the diagrams
n Ä Ã n Ä Ã n ÄH H [ Z, m ( H H [ Z, P ( H H, m [ Z .  . .
6 6 6
UcH
n n nÃ ÃH G [ Z, m (H G [ Z, P (H G , m [ Z . .  .R R R
and
n 6 n ny1Ä Ä ÄH H, m [ Z H H, Z ( H H, m . .  .
6 6 6
n n ny16H G , m [ Z H G , Z (H G , m . .  .  .R R R
w xConsidering the definition of ram from 11, p. 213 we have provedR
Proposition 3.4. All together, we have finished the proof of Propositions
3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 and hence have finished the proof of Theorem 3.1.
We claimed that from the special case of Theorem 3.1 we could deduce
all we needed about relating cohomological and field theoretic ramifica-
tion maps. The first such special assumption we will deal with was the
assumption that the ramification group C ; G was a direct summand. The
 .main tool for eliminating this assumption is Corollary 1.2 a . To this end
let G be a group with cyclic central subgroup C generated by t . Define f :
G [ C ª G by letting f be the identity on G and the inclusion on C.
Suppose f : M ª M is a map of G modules such that C acts trivially on1
n . ny1 .M . Define ram : H G, M ª H G, M to be the composition1 f , t 1
f U fUn n n ny16 6H G, M H G, M H G [ C , M ª H G, M , .  .  .  .1 1 1
where the last map is ram . Equivalently, ram is the compositionn, t f , t
U ram Xf f , t , sn n ny16 6H G, M H G [ C , M H G, M , .  .  .1
where f X is f considered as a morphism over G [ C.
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We want this more general ramification map to satisfy a result like
 .Theorem 3.1. Suppose M is a faithful m-extension over G and S ; F M
 . Uis a G invariant discrete valuation ring with e M ; S . Further assume
R s SG is such that SrR has ramification group C and t g C is the
 .generator defined by ramification Proposition 0.1 . Let M be the image1
Uof M in S and f : M ª M be the induced map.1
A direct translation of Theorem 3.1 is impossible because G does not
ny1 .act faithfully on S and so there is no canonical inflation map H G, M1
ny1 .ª H R, m . However, we know from Proposition 0.1 that the GrC
Galois extension SrR does have a solvable embedding problem. More
precisely, we know the following. By Proposition 0.1 there is a G [ C
 .G  .Galois extension L > F M such that F M is an intermediate field and
the induced map G [ C ª G is f. Furthermore, L has a G [ C invariant
discrete valuation T that extends S such that TrR has ramification group
1 [ C. In particular, TrR is a G-Galois extension. If we continue to
w  . U x  . Uassume S is unital i.e., e M ; S then of course e M ; T and we can
Udefine M to be the image of M in S ; T and the map g : M ª T ,1 L 1
U ny1 .which is a morphism of G modules. Thus g induces g : H G, M ªL L 1
ny1 .H R, m . That is, a choice of L defines an ``inflation'' map. The
remarkable fact is that for any choice of L, this inflation map fits into a
diagram like Theorem 3.1. This is the substance of the next theorem.
THEOREM 3.8. Suppose M, G, S, L, T , etc. are as abo¨e. Then the dia-
gram
n 6 n G .   . .H G, M H F M , m
6
ramram Rf , t
U6 gL ny1ny1 6  . . H R , mH G, M1
 .ny1commutes up to y1 .
 .Proof. We begin by using Corollary 1.2 a and its proof. Using Proposi-
 .tion 1.1 b , T extends to a G [ C invariant discrete valuation ring T ;2
G[C w x.L Z G [ C and we set R s T . Moreover, R is rational over R and2 2 2
X X .  w x.so we write R s R X . We set S s T l F M [ Z G [ C and R s2 2
 w x.G[C XG[CR l F M [ Z G [ C s S .2
It is important to note that there is no natural G [ C embedding
U  w x.UL ; F M [ Z G [ C and so no natural map of G [ C cohomology.
Nonetheless we have Fig. 2 consisting of two joined boxes.
 .ny1The right side commutes up to y1 by Theorem 3.1. Suppose we
have shown that all tops, bottoms, backs, and fronts commute. Then the
 .ny1middle ``side'' commutes up to y1 because those maps in the back
ny1 ny1 .   . .right side are the identity. Since H R, m ª H R X , m is injec-
 .ny1tive, it follows that the left side commutes up to y1 , which is
precisely the theorem.
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FIGURE 2
Thus it suffices to show that all tops, bottoms, fronts, and backs
commute. The back right is trivial because of the identities. The fronts
commute by Proposition 0.8 and the back left commutes by the naturality
of cohomology. The tops and bottoms commute for similar reasons, so we
will only prove the top right commutes and leave the rest to the reader. To
show the top commutes, we break it up into the diagrams
n 6 n U w x.   w x. .H G [ C , M [ Z G [ C H G [ C , F M [ Z G [ C
6
Unn 6   w x. . w x. H G [ C , L Z G [ CH G [ C , M [ Z G [ C
and
n U 6 n G[C  w x. .   w x. .H G [ C , F M [ Z G [ C H F M [ Z G [ C , m
66
U n G[Cn 6   w x. .  w x. . H L Z G [ C , m ,H G [ C , L Z G [ C
which commute by naturality.
We end this section with a few results that give some useful properties
of the maps ram and ram . We begin with two that summarize thef , t , s f , t
naturality properties of the maps ram and ram . Suppose C is af , t , s f , t
cyclic group with generator t , and H, H X are two arbitrary profinite
groups. Let f : H [ C ª H X [ C be a homomorphism of groups that is
the sum of the identity and some group homomorphism c : H ª H X.H
Suppose f : M ª M X is a morphism of H X [ C modules such that C acts1
trivially on M X. Let M be a H [ C module and g : M X ª M be a1 1 1 1
morphism compatible with f.
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PROPOSITION 3.9. The following diagram commutes:
fUXn n6 .  .H H [ C , M H H [ C , M
6
ramram g ( f , t , sf , t , s
U6 gX X ny1ny1 6  . . H H , M .H H , M 11
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 3.7 and the naturality of coho-
mology.
The version of Proposition 3.9 for ram , whose proof is immediate, isf , t
the following.
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let G be a group with central t generated subgroup C
as abo¨e. Assume GX is another group with C as a central subgroup and f :
G ª GX is a group homomorphism that is the identity on C. Assume F:
M ª M X is a morphism of GX modules such that C acts tri¨ ially on M X.1 1
Assume g : M X ª M is a morphism compatible with f such that C acts1 1
tri¨ ially on M . Then the following diagram commutes:1
fUXn n6 .  .H G , M H G , M
6
ramram g ( f , tf , t
U6 gX X ny1ny1 6  . . H G, M .H G , M 11
To state our last result, fix C to be a cyclic group of order q with
X n X.generator t . Let M be a module over H [ C and a g H H [ C, M .
Assume G is a group with central subgroup C and M a module over G.
n . X X XSuppose b g H G, M . Let f : M ª M and f : M ª M be morphisms1 1
of H [ C and G modules such that C acts trivially on M X and M .1 1
 .  .  .XPROPOSITION 3.11. a q ram a s 0 and q ram b s 0.f , t , s f , t
 . X s  .X Xb Suppose t s t is another generator of C. Then ram a sf , t , s
 .  .X Xs ram and ram b s s ram b .f , t , s f , t f , t
 . X  .  .  .X X Xc With t as in b , ram a s 0 if and only if ram a s 0.f , t , s f , t , s
 .  .XAlso, ram b s 0 if and only if ram b s 0.f , t f , t
Proof. By the definitions it suffices to prove the statements about
 .ram a in the case f is the identity. That is, we must prove the samef ,t , s
Ãstatements about ram . Let c : H [ Z ª H [ C be the morphism thatn, t
X X  .sends s to t and c be the corresponding morphism for t . In a the
composition
c 6Ã Ãh : H [ qZ ; H [ Z H [ C
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Ãis 0 on qZ and so is the projection onto H ; H [ C. It follows by
U n Ã U .  .   ..definition that the image h a g H G [ qZ, M satisfies ram h an
 . Xs 0. Part a follows from Lemma 2.3. Since c is the composition
c 6Ã Ã ÃH [ Z ( H [ sZ ; H [ Z H [ C ,
 .  .  .part b also follows from Lemma 2.3. Part c is immediate from a and
 .b .
4. UNRAMIFIED COCYCLES
Let G be a finite group and M X be a G lattice. Suppose M is a
m-extension 0 ª m ª M ª M X ª 0 faithful as a G module. Set K s
 .G n . n .F M and recall the ``inflation'' map i : H G, M ª H K, m fromM
n . y1 n ..Section 3. Define H G, M s i H K, m . The purpose of this sectionu u
3 .is to describe the group H G, M . We achieve this in Theorem 4.9, if weu
1 . 1 .further assume H C, m ( H C, M for all C ; G cyclic. This condition
is of interest because of the split case as follows.
X w xSuppose M s m [ M is a split m-extension. By 10, p. 536 there is an
X X 1 X.extension 0 ª M ª N ª P ª 0, where H H, N s 0 for all H ; G
and P is a permutation G lattice. Set N s m [ N X and view M ; N in the
 .G  .Gobvious way. By Lemma 0.6, F N rF M is rational. In particular, they
3 3 .have the same unramified H . Thus H G, M is the inverse image ofu
3 . 1 X. 1 .H G, N . However, H G, m [ N ( H C, m and so N satisfies theu
given of Theorem 4.9. In this way the result Theorem 4.9 yields a result for
all split m-extensions.
We begin with a functoriality result.
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose G ª G is a group homomorphism of finite groups1
and i: M ª M is a compatible morphism of m-extensions faithful o¨er G1
U n . n .and G , respecti¨ ely. Then the induced map i : H G, M ª H G , M1 1 1
U  n .. n .satisfies i H G, M ; H G , M .u u 1 1
 .G  .G1Proof. There is a inclusion of fields K s F M ; F M s K . This1 1
U n . n .induces a map on cohomology j : H K, m ª H K , m satisfying1
U  n .. n .j H K, m ; H K , m by Proposition 0.8. Since the diagramu u 1
n 6 n .  .H G , M H G , M1 1
66
nn 6  . . H K , mH K , m 1
commutes, Lemma 4.1 follows immediately.
w x 3 .Recall that in 12, Sect. 3 we studied an easier group H G, M , which¨
 .Gwas all classes unramified at all R ; F M that are faithful. Let us recall
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the characterization of this group. Let ResG denote the cohomologyH
restriction map and d and coboundary map associated to the exact
sequence 0 ª Z ª Q ª m ª 0.
n .DEFINITION. Suppose a g H G, M . We say a satisfies property P if
the following holds. Let f : M ª Z be an H ; G module morphism.
U ny1 . ny1 .Let i : H H, m ª H H, M be induced by inclusion. Then
U  y1 U  ...i d f a s 0.
w xFor convenience we restate 12, Theorem 3.12 .
THEOREM 4.2. Assume M is a m-extension faithful o¨er G and that
1 . 1 . 3 .H C,m ª H C, M is injecti¨ e for all cyclic C ; G. Then a g H G, M¨
if and only if a satisfies property P.
n .Let us record some functoriality facts about H G, M .¨
PROPOSITION 4.3. Suppose f: G ª G is a group homomorphism, M1
and M are m-extensions o¨er G and G , respecti¨ ely, and f : M ª M is a1 1 1
morphism compatible with f.
 . U n . n .a The induced map f : H G, M ª H G , M satisfies1 1
U  n .. n .f H G, M ; H G , M .¨ ¨ 1 1
 .b Suppose further that f is a split surjection, f : M ª M is an1
3 .inclusion, and M rM is a permutation G lattice. Then H G, M s1 1 ¨
 U .y1 3 ..f H G , M .¨ 1 1
 .Proof. a Suppose H ; G is a subgroup, g : M ª Z is an H1 1 1 1
n . U  y1 U  G1 U  .....morphism, and a g H G, M . We want i d g Res f a s 0¨ H1
ny1 .  .g H H , M , but if H s f H ; G, then the map g ( f can be viewed1 1
 .  . .    ...as a morphism over H because g ( f f h m s g h f m s1 1
   ...  . .h g f m s g ( f m . Let h: M ª Z denote g ( f viewed as an H1
 y1 U  G  .... ny1 .morphism. By assumption i* d h Res a s 0 g H H, M , butH
U  G1 U  ... U  G  ..since g Res f a is the image of h Res a under inflation, weH H1
are done.
 .  . U  .b By a it suffices to show that if f a has property P, then so
U  .does a . Assume f a has property P and that h: M ª Z is an H ; G
morphism. For convenience we omit writing the various restriction maps
U  y1 U  ...because they are always clear. We want i d h a s 0. Set H s1
y1 .f H . h can be thought of as an H morphism we write as h . We have1 1
the diagram
;3 3 2 26 6H H , M H H , Z H H , m H H , M .  .  .  .1 1 1 16 6 6 6
;3 3 2 26 6H H, M H H, Z H H, m H H, M .  .  .  .
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U 2 . 2 .Since f is a split surjection, f : H H, M ª H H , M is injective.1
2 . 2 .Since M rM is a permutation lattice, H H , M ª H H , M is injec-1 1 1 1
U  U  .. 2tive. Thus it suffices to show that h f a maps to 0 in H H ,1 1
.  .  . XM . Since Ext M rM, Z s 0 Lemma 0.9 , h extends to h : M ª Z.1 H 1 1 1 11 U  y1  U  ....If f is f viewed as an H morphism, i d h f a s1 1 1
U  y1 X .U  U  U  ..... U  U  .. U  .i d h f f a s 0 because f f a s f a has property1 1 1
P.
Recall that in Section 3 we defined the class of unital valuations on
 .GF M . We will use the constructions of Section 3 to study when cohomol-
 .ogy classes in degree 3 are unramified at all discrete valuations or primes
n  .G .that are either unramified or unital. To be precise, define H F M , mw
n  .G .to be the subgroup of all a g H F M , m such that a is ramified at all
n .primes R that are unramified or unital. Let i : H G, M ªM
n  .G . n . y1 n  .G ..H F M , m be as above. Set H G, M s i H F M , m . Ourw M w
first observation is that this subgroup of the cohomology group is ``func-
torial.''
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose M is a faithful m-extension o¨er G.
 .a Let f : G ª G be a group homomorphism and let M be a faithful1 1
m-extension o¨er G . Suppose f : M ª M is an injection preser¨ ing f. Then1 1
U  n .. n .f H G, M ; H G , M .w w 1 1
 . n . 3 w x.b If we identify H G, M and H G, M [ Z G in the natural
n . n w x.way, then H G, M s H G, M [ Z G .w w
 . n .  .G1Proof. a Suppose a g H G, M . If R ; F M is a faithful orw 1 1
U  .unital discrete valuation ring, we must show f a is unramified at R .1
 .GLet R s R l F M . Assume first that R is unital. Then clearly R is1 1
 . U  .unital, and so i a is unramified at R. Now f a is unramified at R byM 1
Proposition 0.8. Suppose, then, that R is faithful. It suffices to show that1
U  .f a has property P, which follows from Proposition 4.3.
 .  . n . n w x.b From a we know that H G, M ; H G, M [ Z G . Con-w w
n w x.versely, suppose a g H G, M [ Z G . View a as an element ofw
n .  .GH G, M . As such, a clearly has property P. Suppose R ; F M is a
 .unital discrete valuation. By Corollary 1.2 b , R extends to a unital
X XG w x.discrete valuation R ; F M [ Z G such that R is unirational over R
 X . n  .G .and e R rR s 1. The image of a in H F M , m is unramified at R
by Proposition 0.8 and Lemma 0.5.
3 .Our goal is a reasonable description of H G, M . To begin the task, wew
must first observe that being a m-extension with a unital prime puts a
restriction on the m-extension.
LEMMA 4.5. Let M be a m-extension faithful o¨er a group G with a central
 .subgroup C. Suppose S ; F M is G in¨ariant discrete ¨aluation ring such
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G  . U 1 .that SrS has ramification group C and e M ; S . Then H C, m ª
1 .H C, M is injecti¨ e.
 .UProof. Let ¨ : F M ª Z be the valuation associated to S. We have
U  .Uthe exact sequence 0 ª S ª F M ª Z ª 0. Since the ramification
C < <  .Cdegree of SrS is q s C , the cokernel of F M ª Z is ZrqZ. Since
1  .U .H C, F M s 0, the long exact cohomology sequence shows that
1 U .  .  .H C, S is this cokernel. That is, if ¨ p s 1, then d s s p rp is as
1 U .one-cocycle whose class generates H C, S and has order q. We know
 .U  .  .by Theorem 0.1 there is a p g F M such that ¨ p s 1 and s p rp g
1 . 1 U .m for all s g C. Thus the map H C, m ª H C, S is surjective. Since
1 .H C, m has order q, this map is an isomorphism. However, the inclusion
U  .m ; S factors through e M , which proves the lemma.
Later on in our argument we will have to restrict to the case M s m [ M X
w x X Xis a split m-extension. By, e.g., 10, p. 536 , there is an embedding M ; M2
1 X . X Xwith H C, M s 0 and M rM a permutation lattice. Since2 2
 X .  X. XF M rF M is rational, we can restrict to considering M with the2
1 X. 1 .property H C, M s 0, which implies, of course, that H C, m ª
1 .H C, M is an isomorphism. In order, however, to be as general as
possible for as long as possible, we, for the moment, will only assume that
1 . 1 .M is a m-extension over G with H C, m ( H C, M . To state the next
result we introduce the following notation. Suppose C ; G is a cyclic
subgroup. Choose a generator t g C and let H be the centralizer of CC C
 . 1 . 1 .in G. Set M s Mr t y 1 M. Since H C, m ( H C, M , the commentC C
at the end of Section 1 shows that the canonical map f : M ª M is theC C
unique C maximal image with respect to any H with C ; H ; H . TheC
3 .next result characterizes H G, M .w
PROPOSITION 4.6. Assume M is a m-extension faithful o¨er G such that
1 . 1 . 3 .H C, m ( H C, M for all cyclic C ; M. Suppose a g H G, M . Then
3 .a g H G, M if and only if :w
 .i a has property P.
 .  G  ..ii Let C ; G be any cyclic subgroup. Then ram res a s 0.f , t HC C C
 .  .Proof. Suppose a satisfies i and ii . We want to show that a g
3 . X  .H G, M . That is, we want to show the following. Let a s i a gw M
3  .G .  .GH F M , m and let R ; F M be a faithful or unital discrete valua-
tion ring. We want to show that a X is unramified at R. If R is faithful this
 .follows from Theorem 4.2. Thus we assume R is unital and let S ; F M
be some extension of R with stabilizer H ; G. Let C ; H be the
ramification group of SrR and let t g C be the canonical generator
 .Proposition 0.1 . Of course, H ; H .C
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ULet M ; S be the image of M and f : M ª M be the induced map.1 1
 G  ..By Theorem 3.8 it suffices to show ram Res a s 0. By naturality itf , t H
 G  ..suffices to show ram Res a s 0. By Proposition 3.11, we can assumef , t HC
t s t and this direction is done.C
3 .  .Conversely, suppose a g H G, M . By Theorem 4.2 we have i . Tow
 .prove ii , fix C ; G cyclic, set H s H , f s f , and t s t . Let f :C C C
H [ C ª H be the identity on H and the inclusion on C. Let g :
w xM ª M [ Z H [ C be the natural map viewed as f compatible. By
 . U  . 3 w x.  w x.Lemma 4.4 a , g a g H H [ C, M [ Z H [ C . M [ Z H [ Cw C
w xs M [ Z H has the same cohomology over H as M . Thus it suffices toC C
 U  ..show ram g a s 0. That is, we may assume G s H [ C, M is Hf , t , s C
 .faithful, and we must show ram a s 0.f , t , s
 .By Theorem 1.3 there is a G invariant discrete valuation ring S ; F M
 . U Gwith the following properties. First, e M ; S and if R s S , then SrR
H .has ramification group 1 [ C. Second, R is unirational over F M .C
2 2 .  .  .Since R is unital, i a is unramified at R. H H, M ª H R, m isM C
2 . 2  .H .injective as follows. It is the composition H H, M ª H F M , mC C
2 . w xª H R, m , where the first map is injective by 9, p. 536 and the second
 .by Lemma 0.5. Thus ram a s 0 by Theorem 3.1.f , t , s
 .Part ii of Proposition 4.6 appears often enough that we give it a name.
DEFINITION. Let C ; G be cyclic with centralizer H . We say a gC
3 .  .H G, M has property C if and only if ii above holds for this C.
We have to improve Proposition 4.6 to include nonunital and nonfaith-
ful valuations. To do this, we have to study those valuations. To this end,
 .suppose M is a faithful m-extension over G and S ; F M is an H ; G
 .Ginvariant discrete valuation ring. Set R s S l F M and assume SrR
has ramification group C ; H of order q. Let f : M ª Z be the H
morphism induced by the valuation map of S. The next result shows that
we can enlarge M and S to improve the situation.
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let M, S, G, C, f , etc. be as before. Then there is a
m-extension M faithful o¨er H [ C, such that M ; M , M rM is a permuta-1 1 1
tion lattice, and the following hold:
 .  .a f extends to an H [ C in¨ariant f : M ª Z such that f M s1 1 1 1
 . 1 . 1 .f M . Further, H C, M s H C, M .1
 .  .H  .  .b There exists an x g M such that f M s f x Z.1 1 1 1
 .  .c S extends to an H [ C in¨ariant S ; F M such that if R s1 1 1
S H[C and ¨ is the ¨aluation, then S rR is ramified with group C s 1 [ C1 1 1 1
2 2 .  .; H [ C and f s ¨ ( e. Furthermore, H R, m ª H R , m is injecti¨ e.1 1 1
 . 1 . 1 .d If t is a generator of C and H C, m ( H C, M , then the image
  . .M r m q t y 1 M is H faithful.1 1
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w x  .Proof. Set M s M [ Z H [ C . Let S ; F M be the extension2 2 2
 .Uguaranteed by Corollary 1.2 and ¨ : F M ª Z be the valuation. Set2 2
 w x. U  w x.  .f s ¨ ( e. Since e Z H [ C ; S , f Z H [ C s 0. Thus f M s2 2 2 2 2 2
 .   . .f M . Of course, M r m q t y 1 M is H faithful. Using the rest of2 2
Corollary 1.2, it is clear that we have reduced to the following situation. M
 .is a faithful m-extension over G s H [ C. S ; F M is a G invariant
  . .discrete valuation that induces the G map f : M ª Z. Mr m q t y 1 M
 .  .is H faithful. We need to construct M satisfying a ] c .1
X  .Let x g M be any preimage of the positive generator of f M . For
 .  X. Xh g H, set d h s h x y x . If M ; M is the kernel of f , then clearly0
 .  . w xd h g M . That is, d h is a one-cocycle of H in M . Write Z C to mean0 0
w . xthe H [ C module Z H [ C rH . This cocycle defines an extension
w x0 ª M ª M ª Z C ª 0, 4.1 .0 0, 1
w x w xwhere if u g Z C is the canonical H fixed generator of Z C , then u has
X X  X. X  .a preimage u g M with h u y u s d h for all h g H. By taking a0, 1
 .pushout, 4.1 induces an extension
w x0 ª M ª M ª Z C ª 0,1
 .which is split since d h is coboundary in M. Clearly M and M have the1
same H 1 cohomology with respect to C. We view M ; M and note that0, 1 1
M rM s M rM [ MrM . Thus there is a unique extension f : M ª Z1 0 0, 1 0 0 1 1
of f with the property that f has kernel M and f has the additional1 0, 1 1
 .  .property that f M s f M .1 1
H 1 U .  .Since SrS is unramified, H H, S s 0 Proposition 0.3 . Thus there
U  .   ..  X.  .is an s g S with h s rs s e d h . Set ¨ s e u rs. Then h ¨ s
 X.   ..   .. w x  .Ue u e d h rse d h s ¨ . Set Q s Z C and define e: Q ª F M by1
 .  .  .  .setting e u s ¨ . It is immediate that e Q generates F M over F M1
 .  . .  . .and in fact that we can consider F M s F M Q . Let S ; F M Q be1 1
the discrete valuation ring given by Proposition 1.1. Since ¨ g SU and1
U  X. U  . Us g S we have e u g S and hence e M ; S . It follows by the1 0, 1 1
uniqueness of f that f s ¨ ( e, where ¨ is the valuation associated1 1 1 1
to S .1
X X H  .  X X.In M consider x s x y u . Then x g M and f x s f x y u s1 1 1 1
 X.  X.  .  .f x s f x . The rest of a ] c is clear from Proposition 1.1.1
In the notation of the proof of Proposition 4.7, we are interested in the
possible images in an S of the m-extension M . The difficulty arises0
1 . 1 .because H C, M is not equal to H C, m as required by Proposition0
4.6. Because of this, the structure of the maximal C images is not so clear.
In addition, property C gives us cohomological information about C
invariant images of M, but such images do not arise naturally when the
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discrete valuation is not unital. However, after embedding M in M as0 0, 1
in Proposition 4.7, the situation turns out to be much clearer. The point is
that M is generated over M by the element x of Proposition 4.7, and1 0, 1
we know almost exactly how H [ C acts on x.
To begin, let us repeat what we know from Proposition 4.7. M is a1
faithful m-extension over the group G s H [ C. From now on, we will
1 . 1 . assume H C, m ( H C, M . If t is a generator of C, we know M r m1 1
 . .q t y 1 M is H faithful. There is a G morphism f : M ª Z such that1 1 1
 .  X H .f M s f M .1 1 1 1
 .H  .Let M be the kernel of f . Choose x g M such that f x0, 1 1 1 1
 .  .generates f M . Define d s g x y x which is a one-cocycle of G on1 1 g
1 .M . Let b g H G, M be its cohomology class. Since d s 0 for all0, 1 0, 1 h
 .Hh g H and d g M , we have that b is in the image under inflationc 0, 1
1  .H .of an element in H C, M . In particular, b has order n dividing q.0, 1
X 1 .Let b g H C, M be the image of b under restriction. Since0, 1
1 . 1 . 1 . 1 .H C, M s H C, m , we see that H C, M s H C, m [ D, where1 0, 1
b X generates D.
Next, let us consider what a C maximal image of M must look like.0, 1
 .Let a s d s t x y x. Note that a is H fixed. From the description oft t t
1 .  .H C, M above, M r t y 1 M has torsion subgroup m [ D, where0, 1 0, 1 0, 1
the image of a generates D. In any C maximal image M ª M ,t 0, 1 2
 .t y 1 M must map to 0. However, a can map to a torsion element.0, 1 t
Since M is a m-extension, all such elements lie in m. Let r g m have2
 . order dividing n and let N ; M be generated by r, ya and t y0, 1 t
.1 M . Then M s M rN is a m-extension and is C maximal. It is clear0, 1 2 0, 1
that all C maximal images of M have this form for some choice of r.0, 1
Set M s M rN. Then C does not act trivially on M , but the action is3 1 3
severely restricted. Clearly M is generated over M by the image of x,3 2
and this image is H fixed. Define g : H [ C ª m to be the identity on H
 . Xand have g t s r. Set C ; H [ C to be the kernel of f defined in
Proposition 4.7. The following facts are now immediate computations.
 .LEMMA 4.8. a M is isomorphic to the pushout M [ P .3 2 gm
 .  .CX  .C Xb M ( M [ nZ.3 2
3 .Now we can state and prove our desired result characterizing H G, M .u
THEOREM 4.9. Let M be a faithful m-extension o¨er G such that
1 . 1 . 3 .H C, M ( H C, m for all cyclic C ; G. Then a g H G, M if andu
3 .only if a g H G, M , a has a property P, and a has property C for all
cyclic C ; G.
3 .Proof. By Proposition 4.6 we may assume a g H G, M , a has prop-
3 .erty P and property C for all C, and show a g H G, M . That is, setu
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X  . 3  .G .  .Ga s i a g H F M , m and let R ; F M be a discrete valuation.M
We must show a X is unramified at R. By Proposition 4.6 again we may
 .assume R is not faithful and not unital. Let S ; F M be an extension of
R with stabilizer H ; G and let C be the ramification group of SrR. S H
has the same completion as R and hence it suffices to show that the
X 3  .H . Hrestriction of a to H F M , m is unramified at S . That is, we may
assume G s H. The valuation of S induces f : M ª Z with kernel we call
 . H[CM . Let M > M, f : M ª Z, M , S ; F M , and R s S be as in0 1 1 1 0, 1 1 1 1 1
1 .Proposition 4.7. We know M rM is a permutation lattice and H C, M1 1
1 .  .  .( H C, m . Set S s S l F M and S s S l F M . Let t g C be0, 1 1 0, 1 0 1 0
the canonical generator and a g M as in Lemma 4.8. Since a q t yt 0, 1 t
.  .  .1 M is a torsion element of M r t y 1 M of order, say, n, e t0, 1 0, 1 0, 1
must map to a r g m of order dividing n. Use this r to define M as in2
Lemma 4.8. Clearly then the map M ª S factors through M . Let M0, 1 0, 1 2 4
be the inverse image of S in M . We have the diagram0 2
M ;M0 0, 1
x x
M ; M4 2
x x
S ;S .0 0, 1
3 .Since a has property P, it is the image of a g H H, M . Let a and0 0 0, 1
3 . 3 .a be the image of a and a in H H [ C, M and H H [ C, M ,1 0 0, 1 1
respectively.
2 2 .  .  .Since H R, m ª H R , m is injective, it suffices to show that i a1 M 11
 .is unramified at R . To do this, it suffices to show that i a is1 M 0, 10, 1
 .H[Cunramified at R s S l F M . Let g : M ª M ª M be the0, 1 0, 1 0, 1 0 0, 1 2
natural map. By Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.10 it suffices to show that
 .ram a s 0. If M is as in Lemma 4.8, then M rM ( Z. It followsg , t 0 3 3 2
2 . 2 . Xthat H H, M ª H H, M is injective. If g : M ª M is the compo-2 3 0 3
 . XXsition, it follows that it suffices to show ram a s 0. If C is the kernelg , t 0
X X .  .CXof f : H [ C ª H, then C acts trivially on M . Thus g M ; M .0 0 3
The description of M C
X
in Lemma 4.8 shows that this module has trivial C3
action also. Since M also has trivial CX action, the induced map gY :
 .C  .CM ª M factors through M. If h: M ª M is this map, then0 3 3
 .naturality of the ramification implies that it suffices to show ram a s 0h, t
which follows from property C and Proposition 3.10.
Let us repeat the main circumstances where we know we can apply
Theorem 4.9. Let M s m [ M X be a faithful split m-extension over G. By
w x X X X10, p. 536 there is a G lattice N > M and an exact sequence 0 ª M ª
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X 1 X.N ª P ª 0 such that H H, N s 0 for all H ; G and P is a permuta-
tion G lattice. Let N s m [ N X and i: M ª N be the obvious embedding.
3 .The next result gives a description of H G, M .u
3 .LEMMA 4.10. N satisfies the gi¨ en of Theorem 4.9 and H G, M su
 U .y1 3 ..i H G, N .u
Proof. The first statement is obvious and the second follows because by
G G .  .Lemma 0.5 F N rF M is rational.
For clarity it pays to incorporate Lemma 4.10 into Theorem 4.9 and give
the full statement of Theorem 4.9 in the case of split m-extensions. Let
X X X 3 X.M, M , N, N , P be as before Lemma 4.10. Assume a g H G, M has
3 .image a g H G, N . For all cyclic C ; G set H to be the centralizer ofC
 .C and N s Nr t y 1 N for t s t a generator of C. Let f : N ª NC C C C
be the canonical map.
X 3  X. .THEOREM 4.11. a maps to an unramified element of H F M , m if
and only if the following hold:
 .  .a Property P For all permutation G lattices Q and all G morphisms
X U  X.f : M ª Q we ha¨e f a s 0.
 .  .b Property C for all C For all cyclic C ; G we ha¨e
 G  ..ram res a s 0.f , t HC C C
It is clear from the above that one would like an easier way of checking
that a cohomology class satisfies property C. Such a criterion is the subject
of the next section.
5. PROPERTY C
The results of Section 4 make it clear that to check whether a cocycle is
unramified, we must check property C for all C. It may, however, seem
that property C is uncheckable. In this last section we give an equivalent
version of property C that is quite accessible. We must, however, specialize
to the case M s m [ M X is a split m-extension. We assume, then, that
1 X. XH C, M s 0. Suppose we have an exact sequence 0 ª M ª P ª I ª 0,
wwhere P is a permutation lattice. Such a sequence always exists by, e.g., 3,
x 3 X. wp. 181 . Any a g H G, M of course has property P, and so by 12,u
x 3 .Theorem 3.13 maps to 0 in H G, P . Thus a is the image under the
2 .coboundary d of some b g H G, I . Then it suffices to characterize
 .those b such that d b has property C for any C. We do this below, but
we need some preliminary definitions. Set t s t to be a generator of CC
2 .  .and I s Ir t y 1 I. Let b g H C, I be the restriction of b toC C C
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2 . 2 .H C, I followed by the image under the natural map H C, I ª
2 . 2 .H C, I . t induces an identification H C, I s I rqI , where q is theC C C C
order of C. We let b be viewed as an element of I rqI .C C C
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let a , b be as abo¨e and let C ; G be a cyclic
X1 .subgroup. Assume H C, M s 0. Then a has property C if and only if bC
 HC .maps to 0 in I r qI q I .C C C
1 X. 1 .Proof. For convenience set H s H . Since H C, M s H C, P s 0C
X  . .  . Xwe have that M l t y 1 P s t y 1 M . Thus there is an induced
exact sequence
0 ª M X ª P ª I ª 0, 5.1 .C C C
X X  . X 3 X . 2 .where M s M r t y 1 M . Let a g H H, M and b g H H, IC C C C C
 .  .be the images of a , b. If d is the coboundary from 5.1 , then d b sC C C
Ãa . Next, let f : H [ Z ª H be defined as the identity on H and byC
Ã Ã .f s s t , where s is the canonical generator of Z. Set c : H [ Z ª H
X U 3 Ã X .  .to be projection on the first factor. Let a s f a g H H [ Z, MC C
X U 2 Ã .  .and b s f b g H H [ Z, I be the images under inflation. A goodC C
chunk of the work in this result is contained in:
X XU 3  ..LEMMA 5.2. a g c H H, M if and only if b maps to 0 inC C
 H .I r qI q I .C C C
X Ã XUProof. Let f : Z ª C be the restriction of f. The inflation map f :
2 2 Ã .  .H C, I ª H Z, I can be identified with the inclusion I rqI ; IC C C C C
m QrZ. An exercise shows that I rI H is a lattice. It follows thatC CZ
H H .  .I r qI q I ª I rI m QrZ is an injection. Thus b maps to 0 inC C C C C C
XUH .  .I r qI q I if and only if the image f b s b maps to 0 inÃC C C C Z
 H .I rI m QrZ.C C
X U  Y .To prove the lemma, suppose first of all that a s c a for some
Y 3 X U 3 3 Ã .  .  .a g H H, M . Since c splits, c : H H, P ª H H [ Z, P isC C C
Y  Y . X 2 .injective. It follows that a s d b for some b g H H, I . By natu-C C
X U  . U  Y .  .rality b s g g q c b , where g : P ª I is the map from 5.1 andC C
2 Ã .g is some element in H H [ Z, P . Since P is permutation lattice, PC C
2 w x.is a direct sum [ H Z HrH , where C ; H ; H. As a module overi ii
Ã Ã Ã 2 Ã Ãw x w x  wH [ Z, Z HrH s Z H [ ZrH [ Z . Now H H [ Z, Z H [ ZrH [i i i
Ã 2 Ã Ã 2 2 Ãx.  .  .  .  .Z s H H [ Z, Z s Hom H [ Z, QrZ s H H , Z [ H Z, Z .i i i
2 .Thus we can write g s  g q g , where g g H H , Z and g gi 1, i 2, i 1, i i 2, i
2 Ã .H Z, Z .
U  Y . 2 .Clearly c b has image 0 in H Z, I . Each of the g are 0 whenC 1, i
Ã X 2 Ã .  .restricted to Z and so the image of g g is 0 in H Z, I . If u is the1, i C i
w x  .canonical H fixed generator of Z HrH set a s g u to be the associ-i i i i
ated H fixed element of I . g corresponds to a homomorphism l :i C 2, i i
Ã U .  .H [ Z ª QrZ that is 0 on H . It follows Lemma 0.10 that g g si i 2, i
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ÃH[Z H .. w x   ..Cor l , a and by 1, p. 112 this equals l , Norm a . Here weÃH [Z i i i H ii i
 .use that in Lemma 0.10 we defined l, a as a cup product. Thus restricted
U HÃ  .to Z, g g corresponds to an element in the image of I . That is, bÃ2, i C Z
 H .maps to 0 in I rI m QrZ. This direction is done by the first para-C C
graph.
H .Conversely, suppose b maps to 0 in I rI m QrZ. That is, as anÃZ C C
 . Helement of I m QrZ, b has the form b m 1rn q Z for some b g I .ÃC Z C
2 Ã Ã .  .Thus b is also the image of l, b g H H [ Z, I , where l: H [ Z ªÃZ C
 . XQrZ, l is the identity on H, and l s s 1rn q Z. Define g : Z ª I byC
X XU 2 Ã .  .  .  .setting g 1 s b. Then l, b s g g , where g g H H [ Z, Z corre-
Ã X XU .  .sponds to l g Hom H [ Z, QrZ . The element b y g g maps to 0 in
2 Ã .H Z, I . By the Hochschild]Serre spectral sequence and the factC
1 Ã X XU U Y Y 2 Y .  .  .  .H Z, I s 0, b y g g s c b for some b g H H, I . Let g :C C
P [ Z ª I be the sum of g and gX. If MY is the kernel of gY, thenC C 1
MY > M X with quotient Z. All together we have the diagram1 1 6 X 6 6 60 M P I 01 C C
6 6





Y  Y . 2 X .Set a s d b g H H, M . From the diagram chase we have that1 1
X U Y 3 Ã Y .  .a y c a maps to 0 in H H [ Z, M . By The naturality of ram1 3
 .  X. 2 X . 2 Y .Lemma 2.2 we have that ram a g H H, M maps to 0 in H H, M .3 1 1
1 . 2 X . 2 Y .Since H H, Z s 0 we have that H H, M ª H H, M is injective1 1
 X. X U  3 X ..and so ram a s 0. Thus by Lemma 2.2, a g c H H, M .3 1
We can now perform the proof of Proposition 5.1. Suppose b maps toC
 H . X U  3 X ..0 in I r qI q I . By Lemma 5.2, a is in c H H, M . Thus by1 1 1 1
 X. 2 X .Lemma 2.2, ram a s 0 g H H, M . The naturality of ram then3 1 3
X 3 Ã X .shows that if a is viewed as an element of H H [ Z, m [ M , then1
 X. 3 X . X  X.  .ram a s 0 g H H, m [ M . Since m [ M s m [ M r t y 1 m3 1 1
X .[ M we are done by the definition of ram .f , 3
Conversely, suppose a has property C. By Lemma 2.2, a as an element1
3 Ã X U 3 X .   ..of H H [ Z, m [ M is in c H H, m [ M . Of course this means1 1
X U  3 X ..a is in c H H, M and we are done by Lemma 5.2.1
Let us close by using Proposition 5.1 to restate Theorem 4.11. To this
end, let M X be a G lattice and M s m [ M X. Suppose we have chosen G
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module exact sequences 0 ª M X ª N ª Q ª 0 and 0 ª N ª QX ª I ª
X X 3 X.0, where Q, Q are permutation G lattices. Assume a g H G, M has
3 .image a g H G, N and set H to be the centralizer of C. Finally setC
 . 3 .I s Ir t y 1 I, where t s t is a generator of C. Set b g H C, I sC C C C
2 .I rqI to be the natural image of any b g H G, I .C C
X 3  .G .THEOREM 5.3. a maps to an unramified element of H F M , m if
and only if the following hold:
 .  .a Property P For all permutation G lattices Q and all G morphisms
X U  X.f : M ª Q we ha¨e f a s 0.
 .  . 2 .  .b Property C for all C Let b g H G, I be such that d b s a .
 .We know b exists by a . Then for all cyclic C ; G, b has image 0 inC
 HC .I r qI q I .C C C
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